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TEST OUTLINE
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST
----------- - - - ---- - - ------
1,0 PURPOSE
T HE PURPOSE OF THIS TEST IS TO ENSURE.THAT TE, SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEMS
ARE IN A STATE OF FLIGHT READINESS AND ARE COMPATIBLE WITH ASSOCIATED
GSE WHEN ALL SYSTEMS ARE AS NEAR AS PRACTICABLE TO LAUNCH CONFIGURATION,
1,1 TEST OBJECTIVE
THE OBJECTIVE OF THIS TEST IS TO SATISFY TNOSE SPACE VEHICLE TEST AND
CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED IN THE TEST AND CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS
MATRIX SECTION OF THE SKYLAB TEST AND CHICNOUT PLAN,
1.2 CONSTRAINTS AND GUIDELINES
- w ----- --------------- -
1.2,1 TEST CONFIGURATION
THE SPACE VEHICLE WILL BE IN A LAUNCH CONFIGURATION WITH THE EXCEPTION
OF A MINIMUM AMOUNT OF TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO SIMULATE CERTAIN
FUNCTIONS ITEMIZED IN PARAGRAPH 1 2,2, AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
(CARRYONvEQUIPMENT) WILL BE CONNECTED AND THE MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE
WILL BE IN PLACE AROUND THE VEHICLE, LV HEAVY ORDNANCE AND THE LAUNCH
ESCAPE SYSTEM (LES) WILL BE INSTALLED BUT NOT CONNECTED, HYPERGOLICS,RP.t, AND CRYOGENICS WILL NOT BE LOADED IN THE SPACE VEHICLE FOR THIS
TEST, REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM ENGINES WILL BE CONNECTED,
1,2,2 SIMULATION OF FUNCTIONS
THE FUNCTIONS OF PROPELLANT LOADING, UMBILICAL EJECTION, IGNITION,
HOLDDOWN ARM RELEASE, LIFTOFF AND SERVICE ARM AND TAIL SERVICE MASTRETRACTION WILL BE SIMULATED, SIMULATORS WILL BE USED INSTEAD OF
ORDANCE FIRING DEVICES ELECTRICAL POWER TO THE LAUNCH VEHICLE WILL BESUPPLIED FROM GROUND P6WER THROUGH BATTERY BYPASS JUMPER CABLES, ANDTHE SPACECRAFT WILL BE SUPPLIED WITH USE SUPPORT ELECTRICAL POWER
INSTEAD OF FUEL CELL POWER,
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1.2,3 OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS AND GUIDELINES
--------------------------- ----------
THE FOLLO)vIi.? G OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS AND GUIDELINES SHALL APPLY
A, MANNED PARTICIPATION IN THE CSM WILL BE REQUIRED,
8i, LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT WILL BE CONFIGURED TO ENSURE
AGAINST ACTUATION OF UMBILICALS, SERVICE ARMS, TAIL SERVICE
MASTS, HOLDDOWN ARMS, AND INDUSTRIAL WATER SYSTEMS,
1,3 SAFETY
THE FLIGHT READINESS TEST IS CONSIDERED TO BE MAZARDOUS BECAUSE SPACE
VEHICLIe HLAVY ORDNANCE IS INSTALLED, ALSO, HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS SUCH AS
APPLICATION OF HYDRAULICS AND PNEUMATICS, VENTING OF TANK AND GIMBALING
OF ENGINES OCCUR IN LOCALIZED AREAS,
1.4 TEST DESCRIPTION
AFTER ALL SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN PREPARED, POWER WILL BE APPLIED TO THE CSM,
IU, AND G;SE, ALL SUPPORTING SYSTEMS WILL BE CHECKED AND VERIFIED READY
TO SUPPORT THE TEST,
A BACKUP GUIDANCE SIMULATED MISSION WILL BE PERFORMED BY THE LV AND CSM,
WITH SWITCHOVER AND SECONDARY SIGNALS GENERATED FOR ASCERTAINING IF THERE
ARE ANY SOURCES OF INTERFERENCE BETWEEN BOOSTER AND CSM SYSTEMS THAT
MIGHT AUVERSELY AFFECT THE MISSION IN BACKUP MODE,
SC OPERATIONS WILL BE SEQUENCED WITH LV OPERATIONS IN PREPARATION FOR A
NORMAL MISSION, POWER WILL THEN BE APPLIED TO THE S-IB AND SvIVB STAGES
OF THE LVI FUNCTIONAL TESTS WILL BE PERFORMEDI LV PROPELLANT LOADING WILL
BE SIMULATEDI AND THE RANGE SAFETY COMMAND RECEIVER (RSCR), RF, AND
TELEMETRY CHECKS WILL BE MADE IN AN ABBREVIATED COUNTDOWN CULMINATING IN
"PREPS COMPLETE,", CSM RF, TELEMETRY, TELEVISION AND UDL COMMAND CONTROL
SYSTEMS WILL BE EXERCISED, LV TELEMETERS AND RF WILL BE OPERATED OPEN
LOOP, RSCR CHECKS WILL BE PERFORMED USING THE AUDIO LINES TO LC-39, AND
OPEN LOOP USING THE RANGE SAFETY COMMAND TRANSMITTER, PRIOR TO TCS START
A "HOLOFIRE" WILL BE SENT BY THE RANGE, AFTER A TERMINAL COUNT SEQUENCE
AND SIMULATED LIFTOFFs A SIMULATED ABBREVIATED MISSION WILL BE PERFORMED
THROUGH CM TOUCHDOWN, THE LV PORTION OF THE SIMULATED FLIGHT WILL INCLUDE
SmIB AND S-IVB PROPELLANT DISPERSION TESTS, THE SIMULATED FLIGHT WILL BE
CONCLUDED AFTER SELECTED CSM PROPULSION TESTS AND CM TOUCHDOWN,
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ACCESS CONTROL
CONTROL OF PERSONNEL IN THE LAUNCH COMPfLX 39 OPERATIONAL
AREA IS MANDATORY DUE TO HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS t
THE CONTROL OF PERSONNEL IN THE OPERATIONAL AREA IS UNDER
THE DIRECTION OF THE TEST SUPERVISOR THE GROUND SAFETY
PLAN AND THE SKYLAB SECURITY PLAN WILL GOVERN DURING THE
SPACE VEHICLE LAUNCH COUNTDOWN THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL
EXPOSED TO HAZARDOUS OPERATIONA WILL BE CONTROLLED BY THE
HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS MANLOADING DOCUMENT, AS APPROVED BY
THE TEST SUPERVISOR AND KSC SAFETY FOR ALL OPERATIONS
ANY CHANGES TO MANLOADING DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
TEST/OPERATION MUST HAVE THE CONCURRENCE OF THE KSC SAFETY
REPRESENTATIVE,
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INTERCOMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION
----------------------------.
ALL-AREA-PAGING EM PA
-------------- Ps
TO BE USED FOR ALL AREA ANNOUNCEMENTS SUCH AS, PERSONNEL CLEARINGFOR ORDNANCE OPERATIONS IN THE VAB OR FOR EMERGENCIES,
PAGING (CH,) 188 (PA)
------------...
TO BE USED FOR OPERATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENTS WITHIN THE OPERATIONALAREA OF A SPECIFIC OIS MISSION BUS' PA OPERATES AT LAUNCH COMPLEX39, INCLUDINGYTHE VAS, LCC, AND PADS, PA DOES NOT 00 TO THE CIFOR OBC BUILDINGS,
OPERATIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (01S)
-------------------------
THE TEST AND CHECKOUT OPERATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS ARE UTILIZED ASASSIGNED OR INDICATED IN THE PROCEDURE FOR THE TEST OPERATIONSCOORDINATION BY THE SPACE VEHICLE TEST SUPERVISOR WILL NORMALLYBE CONDUCTED OVER 01 CHANNEL 161. IF THE TEST SUPERVISOR ISUNABLE TO REACH AN ORGANIZATION ON OIS CHANNEL 181 ONLY THENWILL HE SWITCH TO THAT ORGANIZATIONIS PRIMARY ASSIGNED CHANNEL,TEST SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL SHOULD ALWAYS BE AVAILABLE ON THEFOLLOWING CIRCUITS
SPACE VEHICLE TEST SUPERVISOR (NASALO) 181TEST SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASASYS) 121LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR (NASA-LV) 261CSM SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR (NASA-LS) 212
SYSTEMS SAFETY (NASA-SF) 125S"IB TEST CONDUCTOR (CHRYSLER) 231
OSE TEST CONDUCTOR (BOEING) 266S*IVB TEST CONDUCTOR (MDAC) 241
IU TEST CONDUCTOR |IBM) 251INSTRUMENTATION CONTROLLER (NASA-IN) 116
SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASAmS$) 122INSTALLATION SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASA.IS) 114
SPACE VEHICLE TEST SUPERVISOR OIS SPECIAL COORDINATION CHANNELr -------------------------------- W oso.. 50
CHANNEL 174 HAS BEEN DELEGATED TO THE SY TEST SUPERVISOR AS ANAUXILIARY CHANNEL THIS CHANNEL WHICH IS CO-SHARED WITH ATMATTITUDE AND POINfING CONTROL SYSTEMS OPERATIONS MAY BEUTILIZED AT THE DISCRETION OF THE $V TEST SUPERVISOR TO RESOLVEPROHLEMS INVOLVED WITH TEST SUPPORT ACTIVITIES AND FOR CONFERENCED SCUSSIONS WITH THE KSC WEATHER STATION,
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SUPERINTEN[)ENIT OF RANGE OPERATIONS (SRO)
----------------------------------------
THE SRO HAS ACCESS TO OIS CHANNELS 181# 121o 261, AND 264,
THE TEST SUPERVISOR WILL REQUEST THE SRO TO SWITCH TO ONE OF THESE
CHANNELS WHEN HIS ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IS REQUIRED NORMALLY, THE
SRO WILL MONITOR ROUTINE TEST COMMUNICATIONS WITH fHE TEST
SUPERVISOR,
PAD TEST SUPERVISOR (PVTS)
----------w--------------
AN ASSISTANT TEST SUPERVISOR WILL BE LOCATED AT THE PAD DURING
TIMES OF OPE'4 PAD CONDITIONS TO MONITOR THE OPERATIONS AND ASSESS
PROHLEM AREAS FOR THE TEST SUPERVISOR HE WILL COORDINATE
rPERATIONS AT THE PAD FOR THE TEST SUAERVISOR AND WILL UTILIZE
uIS CHANNEL 161,
01S SYSTFM TROUBLE REPORTING
TO REPORT TROUBLES OR REQUEST ASSISTANCE IN THE USE OF THE OIS
SYSTEM, CONTACT JROL (ALL AREAS), OR YROL (O&C, CIF)
ON OIS CHANNEL 117, IF TROUBLE PREVENTS USE OF OIS,
CONTACT COMMUNICATIONS CONTROL CONSOLE ON 867P4141,
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HEADSET INTEGRITY CHECK
-------------------- -----
A HEADSET, HEADSET CORD, AND EXTENDER CABLE INTEGRITY CHECK WILL
BE MADE By EACH USER OF THE OIS SySTEM EACH TIME HE COMES ON
STATION TO SUPPORT THE SPAGE VEHICLE LAUNCH COUNTDOWN,
WHEN COMING ON STATION, HE WILL SEPORT TO HIS IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR
USING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES
A, IF THE HEADSET IS CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO AN OIS.RF END INSTRUMENTS
1, SELECT YOUR SUPERVISORtS PRIME CHANNEL ON THE ACTIVE DIAL.
2, REPORT TO YOUR SUPERVISOR STATING CALL SIGN AND POSITION,
3, SELECT CHANNEL 274 ON THE MONITOR DIAL, A &000 HZ TONE
WILL BE HEARD,
4, GIVE A SHORT COUNT, EOG is 2p 3# 4 s 51 e-* 5, 4o 3, 1i 1
ON YOUR ACTIVE CHANNEL,
5, THE SUPERVISOR MONITOR DIAL SHOULD NOT BE SET TO CHANNEL 274,
IF THE SUPERVISOR HEARS THE O000 HZ TONE THE HEADSET IS
UNSATISFACTORY AND SHOULD BE REPORTED THROUGH ESTABLISHED
CHANNELS,
IF THE SUPERVISOR DOES NiT HEAR THE 1000 Hz TONE, THE
HEADSET IS SATISFACTORY,
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n, IF THE HEADSET IS CONNECTED TO AN EXTENDER CABLE
1, REPEAT ITEMS A,i THROUGH 5,
?, IF THE RESULTS ARE UNSATISFACTORY (SUPERVISOR HEARS 1000 HZ
TONE), THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED TO ISOLATE THE PROBLEM TO
HEADSET OR EXTENDER CABLE
(A) REMOVE HEADSET FROM EXTENDER CABLE AND CONNECT DIRECTLY
TO NEAREST AVAILABLE OIS.RF INSTRUMENTS,
(8) REPEAT ITEMS Atl THROUGH 5,
(C) IF RESULTS ARE STILL UNSATISFACTORY, THE PROBLEM IS IN
THE HEADSET OR HEADSET CORD,
(D) IF THE RESULTS ARE SATISFAeTORY, THE PROBLEM IS IN THE
EXTENDER CABLE,
THE UNSATISFACTORY COMPONENT SHOULD BE REPORTED THROUGH
ESTABLISHED CHANNELS,
NOTE
THIS CHECK IS APPLICABLE
AT THE OC AND LCe39,
THOSE USERS HAVING AUDIO
CAPABILITY (TYPE 51
UNIT) SHOULD NOT
ACCESS ANY OIS CHANNELS
THROUGH THE AUDIO SYSTEM
FOR THIS CHECK,
END OF HEADSET INTEGRITY CHECK
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OPERATING STATIONS
TEST CONDUCTORS AND TEST MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL
------------------------- ----
DLO LAUNCH DIRECTOR (NASA)
LOM LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER' NASA)
CVTS SPACE VEHICLE TEST SUPERVISOR (NASA)
MSTC SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR (COM/NASA)
CLTC LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR (NASA)
CTSC TEST SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASA)
CUTC IU STAGE TEST CONDUCTOR (41M)
C3TC S-18 STAGE TEST CONDUCTOR (CHRYSLER)
CITC OSE STAGE TEST CONDUCTOR (BOEING)
C4TC SmIV8 TEST CONDUCTOR (MDAC)
BOSC SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASAI
DTIS INSTALLATION SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASA)
CGIC INSTRUMENTATION CONTROLLER (NASA)
SYSTEMS SAFETY
CPSS SYSTEMS SAFETY
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SECURITY
CTNS SECURITY CONTROLLER
RANGE SUPPORT
CRSS RANGE SAFETY SUPERVISORIS PANEL
GMIL UNIFIED S-BAND GROUND STATION
RSO RANGE SAFETY OFFICER
SRO SUPERINTENDENT OF RANGE OPERATIONS
FLIGHT CONTROL (MCC)
- as a - ** *-----
HFLT FLIGHT DIRECTOR, HOUSTON
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OPERATIONS PERSONNEL
*------.-------
BCMP CSM PILOT, BACK.UP
BEACH
fOSS LAUNCH SITE RECOVERY FORCES OOMMANDER
BGCC GROUND COMPUTER COMPLEX FIRING ROOM
BLTM TM SYSTEMS ENGINEER
BLRF LV DRSCR SYSTEMS ENGINEER
BPHO PHOTO COORDINATOR
BOTV OTV CONTROLLER
9WIC WIDEBAND SYSTEM CENTER/AAS POWER.RECORDER OPERATORT7MC TM C/O EQUIPMENT, COMM, MODULE ROOM 2P1t
CEDK CRT KEYBOARD . EDS DCC OPERATOR
CLGK CRT KEYBOARD - GUIDANCE CORPUTER
CLVN VEHICLE NETWORKS CONSOLE
CSAT TEST CONDUCTOR, S/C ASST,
CSA9 SERVICE ARM 9 CONTROL CONSOLE , OMM, MOD
CSPP SERVICE ARMS POWER PANEL
CSTO ASTRO COMM,
CUES EDS PREPARATION
CUEV EVENTS DISPLAY (IU)
CUNP NETWORKS PANEL
CUSW NETWORKS SWITCH SELECTOR PANEL
CWCP INDUSTRIAL WATER CONTROL PANEL
CLMS MECHANICAL SYSTEMS ENGINEER
CiCS CUTOFF SENSORS PANEL
C1DP PROPELLANT DISPERSION AND IRONANCE (DESTRUCT) PANELC1FC FLIGHT CONTROL RECORDERS
C1FP FIRING CONSOLE AND COMPONENT TEST PANEL
C1LO LOX SYSTEM PANEL
C1NP NETWORKS PANEL (SwIC)
C1PP POWER PANEL (DC)
C1SP SEQUENCER PANEL
C2DP PROPELLANT DISPERSION PANEL
C1NP NETWORKS PANEL (SelI)
ETMS TELEMETRY GROUND STATION (CIF)
HARDTOP PAD EGRESS TEAM COMMANDER
LIEF LAUNCH INFORMATION EXCNANGI EACILITY
MACE ACE TEST DIRECTOR# GE
MLFC FUEL CELL UNIT 12 S/C
MTPE NR TEST PROJECT ENGINEER1 UNIT 10, S/C
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PEHE ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEER
PVSS SYSTEMS SAFETY (PAD)
PVTS PAD TEST SUPERVISOR
SCDR CSM COMMANDER
SEHZ MSS HAZARDS MONITOR OPERATOR
UGCU WATER GLYCOL CONTROL UNIT OPERATOR
UWGR GLYCOL REFRIGERATION UNIT, S/C
VUMS IU MEASURING GSE STATION
VURF C-BAND RADAR AND CCS CHECKOUT
21 ABORT MONITOR VISUAL O885RVER UC-4 (PAD A)#
UC-12 (PAD 8)
Z2 ABORT MONITOR VISUAL OBSERVER UC.16
(PADS A d 8)
Z3 ABORT MONITOR VISUAL OBSERVER UCw,?
(PADS A & 8)
COMPUTER RROGRAMS
PROGRAM TITLE DESCRIPTION RUNNING TIME
FT&47 PREFLIGHT GMD SYSTEM TEST 6 MINUTES
IATS TERMINAL SEQUENCE LIKINS PROGRAM 25 MINUTES
THIS LIST CONTAINS ONLY MAJOR COMPUTER PROGRAMS REFERENCED
IN THIS TCP, REFER TO SUPPORTING COUNTDOWN TCPIS FOR OTHER
COMPUTER PROGRAM INFORMATION.
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OTV AND AAS CAMERA.LOCATIONS
---------------------------.*...
CAMERA
NUMBER LOCATION SUBdECT TO BE VIEWED
- - -
. ----------.--------------
258 ML LEVEL 320 FT, WHITE ROOM AND
SPACECRAFT
288 ML LEVEL 320 FT, SERVICE ARM #9
340 SOUTHWEST ON PAD SURVEILLANCE OF
FLIGHT CREW
38 B NORTHEAST ON PAD SURVEILLANCE OF
FLIGHT CREW
ROOF VAB ROOF SURVEILLANCE OF
FLIGHT CREW
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS
AAC ABORT AUVISORY CHANNEL
AAS ABORT ADVISORY SYSTEM
ACE ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
AGS ASTROqCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM
AFETR AIR FORCGEEASTERN TEST RANGE
AIU ABORT INTERFACE UNIT
ALC ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT
ALDS APOLLO LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
ALSA ASTRONAUT LIFE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
AM AMPLITUDE MODULATED; AIRLOCK MODULE
APS AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM (SWS)
ATM APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT
ATMOC ATM DIGITAL COMPUTER
BP BOILERPLATE
BPC. BOOST PROTECTIVE COVER
CADFISS COMPUTATION AND DATA FLOW INTEGRATED SUBSYSTEM
CASTS COUNTDOWN AND STATUS TRANSMITTING SYSTEM
CB CIRCUIT BREAKER
CBRM CHARGER BATTERY RELAY MODULE
CCATS COMMUNICATIONS, COMMAND, AND TELEMETRY SYSTEM
CCC COMPLEX CONTROL CENTER
CCF CONVERTER COMPRESSOR FACILITY
CCS COMMAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
C&D CONTROL AND DISPLAY (ATM)
CD COUNTDOWN
CD&SC CENTRAL DATA AMD SWITCHING CENTER
CDC COUNTDOWN CLOCK
CDDT COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRATION TEST
CDF CONFINED DETONATING FUSE
CDU COUPLING DATA UNIT
C2F2 CREW COMRARTMENT FIT AND FUNCTION
CH CHANNEL
CIF CENTRAL INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
CIU COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT
CMD COMMAND
CMGS CONTROL MOMENT GYRO SUBSYSTEM
COAS CREW OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SIGHT
COMM COMMUNICATION
C/ CHECKOUT
CRDU COMMAND RELAY DRIVER UNIT
CRG CONTROL RATE GYRO
CRT CATHODE RAY TUBE
CRYO CRYOGENIC
C/T CRAWLER/TRANSPORTER
CLN CAUTION AND WARNING
KSC FORM 23-81 D (REV. 2/78)
SPAGE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
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DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 PAG"
REVISION OI G I NAL TEST No. SV4140R
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
DA DEPLOYMENT ASSEMiLY
DADE DIGITAL ACQUISITION AND DECOMMUTATION 9QUIPMENT
DAS DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
DB DESIGN BURST
DC DIRECT CURRENT
DCS DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
DDAS DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
DEE DIGITAL EVENTS EVALUATOR
DPDM DOUBLE PULSE DURATION MODULATION
DPF DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE FEEDBACK
DRSCS DIGITAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND SYSTEM
DRSCR DIGITAL RANUE SAFETY COMMAND RECEIVERDTC DESIGN/TEST CONTRACTOR OR CENTER
DTCS DIGITAL TEST COMMAND SYSTEM
DTMS DIGITAL TEST MONITORING SYSTEM
DTS DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
DTVC DIGITAL TRANSMISSION AND VERIFICATION CONVERTER
DUA DIGITAL UPLINK ASSEMBLY
EBW EXPLOSIVE BRIDGE WIRE
E/C ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
ECS ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL FySTEM
EDC EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER
EDS EMERGENCY DETECTION S3YTEM
EEAP EMERGENCY EGRESS AIR PACK
EGADS ELECTRONIC GROUND AUTOMATIC DESTRUCT SYSTEMEIS EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION CENTER
EsM EkECTROuMECHANICAL
EMC ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
EPC EXPERIMENT POIMT&Ng CONTROL
EPS ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
ERD EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENP 3 DOCUMENT
EREP EARTH RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
ESE ELECTRICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
ESP ENGINE SERVICE PLATFORM
ESS EXPERIMENT SUPPORT SYSTEM
ETR EASTERN TEST RANGE
EVA EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
FAS FIXED AIRLOCK SHROUD
FCC PLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER (LV)
FDS FLUID DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
FM FREQUENCy MODULATION
FMS FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT (OWS)FR FIRING ROOM (LCC&
FSRT FLIGHT SYSTEMS REDUNDANCY TEST
FT FUNTIONAL TEST6 FOOTFTR FINAL TEST RACK
FWD FORWARD
K9C FORM Z5 II O aIRV. 2/71)
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE LAUNCH OPERATIONS PAGE 19
OATE: JUNE 15, 1973 TEST NO. SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
G&C GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
GET GROUND ELAPSED TIME'
GETS GROUND EOUIPMENT TEST SET
GHE GASEOUS HELIUM
GH2 GASEOUS HYDROGEN
GMT GREENWICH MEAN TIME
GSFC GODDARD SPACE FLI GT CENTER
GN2 GASEOUS NITROGEN
G02(GOX) GASEOUS OXYGEN
GSE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
HCO HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY
HDA HOLDDOWN ARM
HGDS HAZARDOUS GAS NETECTION SYSTEM
HOSC HUNTSVILLE OPERATIONS SUPPORT CENTER
HPG HIGH PRESSURES AS
HSS HABITABILITY SUPPORT SYSTEM
HVAC HEATING, VENTILATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
H2 HYDROGEN
H20 WATER
HZ HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND)
ID IDENTIFICATION
IEU !NTEARAC5 kELECTRNICS UNIT
IGOR INTERCEPT GROUND OPTICAL REORDER
ILCA INVERTER LIGHT CONTROL ASSERBLY (AM/MDA)
IMU INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT
IP IMPACT PREDICTOR.
IRIG INERTIAL RATE INTEIRATION GYRO) INTER-RANGE
INSTRWMENTATION GROUP
IU INSTRUMENT UNIT
IVA INTRA VEHICLAR ACTIVITY
IWS INDUSTRIAL WATER SYSTEM
KSC KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
LBNP LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE
LBR LOW BIT RATE
LC LAUNCH COMPLEX
LCC LAUNCH CONTROL CENTER
LCG LIQUID COOLED GARMENT
LH2 LIQUID NYDROGEN
LIEF LAUNCH INFORMATIION EXCHANGE SYSTEM
LO LAUNCH OPERATIONS
LOM LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER
L/O LIFTOFF
LO2(LOX) LIQUID OXYGEN
LP LOW PRESSURE
LRR LAUNCH READINESS REVIEW
KSC FORM z23-I D (REV. 2/78)
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST .
RESCUE VEHICLE LAUNCHOPERATIONS PAGE 20
DATE: JUNE 1TEST NO. SV41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
LS SPACECRAFT OPERATION (OFFICE SYMBOL)
LSC LINEAR SHAPED CHARSE
LSE LAUNCH SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
LSR LAUNCH SITE RECOVERY
LUT LAUNCH UMBILICAL TOWER
LV LAUNCH VEHICLE
LVDA LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA ADAPTER
LVDC LAUNCH VEHICLE DOSITAL COMPUTER
LVO LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONS
MAP MESSAGE ACCEPTANSE PULSE
MCC MISSION PONTRO OENTER
MDA MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTER
MDF MILD DETONATING fUSE
MHZ MEGA.HERTZ
MILA MERRITT ISLAND LAUNCH AREA
MITTS MOBILE IOOR TRACNING TELESCOPE SYSTEM
ML MOBILE LAUNCNER
MODEM MODULATOR/DEMODULATOR
MOTS MOBILE OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
MSFC MARSHALL SPACE FI$HT CENTER
MSOB MANNED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS BUILDING
MSS MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE
OA ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
OAT OVERALL TEST
02 OXYGEN
OIS OPERATIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
OICC OPERATIONS INTERFACE CONTROL CHART
OTV OPERATIONAL TELEVISION
OWS ORBITAL WORKSHOP
PA PUBLIC ADDRESS
PAM PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
PCG POWER CONDITIONING GROUP (AM)
PCM PULSE CODE MODULATION
PCMD PARTICLE COUNT MONITORING DEVICE
PCS POINTING CONTROL SYSTEM (ATM)
PD PROPELLANT DISPERSION
PDS PROPELLANT DISPERSION SYSTEM
PI PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
PREPS PREPARATIONS
PS PAYLOAD SHROUD
PSI POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH
PTCR PAD TERMINAL CONNECTION ROOM
PTCS PROPELLANT TANKIlG COMPUTER SYSTEM
PU PROPELLANT UTINIZATION
PYRO PYROTECHNIC
KSC FORM 238-1 0 (REV. 2/731
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST.-
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DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 TESTNO. SV41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
OC QUALITY CONTROL
OD QUICK DISCONNECT
OLDS QUICK LOOK DATA STATION
RACS REMOTE AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION SYSTEM
RADCC RADIOLOGICAL COBNROL CENTER
RCS REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
RF RADIO FREQUENCY
RICS RANGE INSTRUMENTATION CONTROL SYSTEM
RLC ROTATING LITTER MCHAIR
RPi ROCKET PROPELLANTI*1
ROTI RECORDING OPTICA6 TRACKING INSTRUMENT
RSCR RANGE SAFETY COMMAND RECEIVER
RSO RANGE SAFETY OFFICER
RSS REFRIGERATION SUBSYSTEM
RTC REAL TIME COMMAND
RTCC REAL TIME COMPUTER COMPLEX (MCC)
RTCS REAL TIME COMPUTER SYSTEM (AFETR)
S&A SAFE ANU ARM
SA SERVICE ARM
SAL SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK
SAS SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM
SAWS SOLAR ARRAY WING SIMULATOR
SC SPACECRA!T
SCAPE SELF.CONTAINED ATMOSPHERIC PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE
SCO SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
SCS STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
SHE SUPERCRITICAL MELIUM
SIM SIMULATE
SIT SOFTWARE INTEGRATEP TEST
SLCC SATURN LAUNCH COMPUTER COMPLEX
SLDS SKYLAB LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
SLR SKYLAB RESCUE
KSC FORM 28-5a 0 (REV. 2/78)
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE LAUNCH OPERATIONS PAGE 22
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 TES NO. SV*4140r
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
SRO SUPERINTENDENT OF RANGE OPERATIONS
STC SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR
STDN SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK
STS STRUCTURE TRANSITION SECTION
SV SPACE VEHICLE
SWS SATURN WORKSHOP
STIB SATURN IB LAUNCH VEHICLE
SeIC SATURN V 'ST StAGE
SnII SATURN 2ND STAGE
TACS THRUST ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM (SWS)
TCE TELEMETRY CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
TCH THRUST CHAMBER
TCP TEST AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURETCS TERMINAL COUNT SEQUENCERI THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
(ATM)
TDDS TELEVISION DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM
TDR TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER
TM TELEMETRY
TRS TIME REFERENCE SYSTEM
TSM TAIL SERVICE MAST
TTY TELETYPE
UDL UP-DATA LINK
UHF ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
UMB UMBILICAL
USB UNIFIED 8-BAND
UV ULTRAVIOLET
VAB VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
VCG VECTORCARDIOGRAM
VHF VERY HIGH FREQUENCY
VLF VERY LOW FREQUENCY
VMGSE VEHICLE MEASUREMENT GSE
WCIU WORKSHOP COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT
WITS WEST INTEGRATEI TEST STAND
WMS WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (OWS)
W/R WHITE ROOM
Z-LV Z-AXIS PARALLEL TO LOCAL VERTICAL
KSC FORM 23-61 O (REV. 2/73)
FOLDOUT FRAME FOLDOUT FRAME
SV FRT RESCUE PAGE: 23/24DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 TEST NO: .SV - 4 1407 R
REVIS JUION 001 1973 SKYLAB LAUNCH OPERATIONS VEHICLE: SKYLAB 3 RESCUE
SV FLIGHT READINESS TEST RF MATRIX SPACE VEHICLE TM FREQUENCIES
REMARKS LV CSM REMARKS STAGE LINK FREQUENCIES(Unz)
VHt-AM S-IB GF-1 24LV UHF SHF VHF UHF SIMPLEX DUPLEX SC GP- 225 2III-DCS DRSIS RADAR BEACON TELEMETRY A B2 A B
UP-LINK FREQuMz 450.0 450.0 5690.0 2106.4 296.8 259.7 259.7 296.8 UP-LIIK FREQMHz s-IB CP-I 258.5
ON-LINK FREQMHZ 5765.0 240.2 256.2 258.5 250.7 255.1 2272.5]2287.5 296.8 259.7 296.8 259.7 DN-LINK FREQunz
SUPPORT GMIL ETR LOCAL ETR LOCAL ETR LOCAL GMIL LOCAL GMIL GMIL GMIL GMIL SJJPPORT IU DF-I 2507
SV BACKUP -0:03:05 DP-1 255.1
GUIDANCE TEST >1:01:05 CSMPART I & 11 -1:01:05
-0:01:05
-o RECOVERY BEACONS 243.0CSM
T -- 0:00:0 T--- ------------- - 0 ACS VA.IDATION TEST
T-0 .. .. a0:01:40 aa a aa a a -
RESET CDC T -0:01:59 -------- - - . .-- -02200 -0-2200
PART III -0,01:50
THE BUG TEST WILL , -0:01 20
BE SCHEDULED REAL -0:01:28 :01:08
TIME TO START DURING
A FIRST SHIFT PRIOR -0-00:0
TO FRT MISSION RUN.
TIES ON MATRIX T- T
ARE THE T-TIMES
CONTAINED WITHIN THE Y
INDEPENDENT BUG TEST. :4
fSEE TCP APPENDIX A)
SV FRT -0-06 -0-0650
- .. LEGEND
ALL RADIATION CLEARANCE ARE OPEN
-o:03 s 03 45 LOOP UNLESS INDICATED BY )
3 
03340  .
o :15 -i-0.:5 -o © : CLOSED LOOP CLEARANCE
DRSCS TEST -0: -020 -0:02:2
DR0CZT ES 02T -00225 00 AAS CHE CKS POTENTIAL INTERFERENCE RF SILENCE
SHOUCSTON COMMANDS i;;: :: - :RF SYS rEMS TEST
NOUSTON COMMANDS 
D H M S
-0:ATRO AUNCH :00 00 00 00 (SECONDS NOT USED UNLESS REQUIRED)
aF UI YASTRO AUH
RF AND TM CHECKS 01 01 CIRCUI COMM CHECKS
:: 42> NOT USED DURING THIS TEST
POWER TRANSFER -
TDRSCSTEST - 00038 j02. .  ? REQUIRED FOR GMIL ON- STATION CALIBRATIONHOUSTON COMMANDS -1100:25'-
D S T-0+0:00:05 44~ 0 REQUIRED FOR MCC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST AND
X o:15!3 ---- 1' AIRIGROUND VALIDATION TEST
H . R I SIM EQUIRED FOR MCC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST
HOUSTON COMMANDS c O01:45 0:01:45
DRSCS TEST
+006:20
40:06:25 +0:06:25 -0:06:25 +0:06:25
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE APOLLO/SATURN PAGE 25
DATE:JUNE 15, 1973 TEST NO. SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
KSC FORM II3.1 D (6/441
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
Rescue valfI pCL SES.CJU .yRI4REU PA4E 26fOAilUl 4 s, ay SEtLAD RESCUE SPACE VEHICLE FRT ST No. SV-4107R
I NTROL CHART VEHICLE SKYLA .
4MtRMr AED 
-0 004 0020 o - 01
0T T - 0 +2Y
-CS FFUNCT TE
FEC : /7RESCUE LA CC M I TE T O
ISION: ORIGIN L I CHEC T - 003:3 0 1 1
V y DRSC - LIM: C)L 
J
i Ig H R I , BACKUP GUIDANCE TEST WILL BE
Ll JI A PR P I I PERFORMED URING FRT PER OICC
I O - 00 T 001 BACKUP GUIDANCE SIM FLY TEST
0002 TO . 001
APPRTNLLL 
-00SH11IPR T -oNEQ4 T2:051 0
E D P O I I- 10  ToO IJJJ0012
iiT 8O FGM T ....T TrO
O EDS T O - 0 01N TO 012 )
C ARME T T
S LU DR HECK T-00 1
SIv yL T 00121 TO -
EQ U: VIEOI 11PT R T T0
H HOLDO Fi S 1003
LVI S5U HE 1.000K
F .GM RIE T000 033
ATTITUDE CMD CHECKS 10 40002
V I l-IER I0
CSM/LV SEPARATION T 0 0H0
LV DFCS CHECKS 7T+006 0
-IRO I I CtRIE CMI
E'R H C AR IMM Kti'0s -1
SUPPORT -- *
H H O
1 0 CA 04t
EMC M NITOLIN
El CAA L
11A1
I" Ib i LI +I
NAA/S JU00N/7
ATLTD C I I 1 1 2 O i"P
Cv am/tv Id it
FIVHF F I
P" oll
SUPPLI ' r
CmC
NASA/KSC JU 173
'SPACE VEHICLE PLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE 27
DATE: JUNE 15D 1973 LAUNCHOPTESTNO. SVw41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSECH. SEQUEE STA. STA. ION MARKS
OPERATING STEPS
NOTE
HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS ARE
DENOTED WITH THE LETTER
"H" IN THE REMARKS COLUMN,
NOTE
THE SPACE VEHICLE FRT
INCLUDES A SPACE VEHICLE
BACKwUP GUIDANCE SIMULATED
FLIGHT TEST WHICH IS
PERFORMEO INDEPENDENTLY AS
DESCRIBED IN APPENDIX A, THE
TEST SUPERVISOR WILL
CONTROL THE-ODC TO PERFORM
THIS TEST DURING THE
GENERAL CONDUCT OF THE
SPACE EiMICLE FRT,
T-TIMES LISTED FOR
OPERATIONS PRIOR TO CDC
RESET TO Te4 HOURS,
31' 0" ARE FOR REFERENCE
ONLY,
THE 72vHOUR OPERATIONAL
SCHEDULE WILL INDICATE
WHEN THE AFOREMENTIONED
TEST WILL OCCUR,
i'" 1)RM 1'1 Kil (11tV 4/1I1 NA^,A 1I, ( MI AIMI /I
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 28
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSECH. STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
-29:45
1 DAY
5 HRS
45' 0"
181 1 MSTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO START TEST.
SC POWER WILL BE APPLIED IN
APPROXIMATELY 45 MINUTES.
28 : 30
- 1 DAY
4 HRS
30' 0"
181 1 MSTC CVTS SC POWER UP COMPLETE.
STARTING SYSTEMS TESTING.
25:05
1 DAY
1 HR
5' 0"
181 1 CVTS GMIL
SRO VERIFY READY TO PROCEED WITH THE SPACE
VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST PREPS,
181 2 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CSM
FREQUENCIES 2106.4, 2272.5, 2287.5,
259.7 AND 296.8 MHZ FOR GMIL
ON-STATION CALIBRATION.
25:00
1 DAY
1 HR
0' 0"
181 1 GMIL CVTS VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR
ON-STATION CALIBRATION.
R '( Jr4M ' I IIR I)lV 411),
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE 29
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISIN ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESTA. DESCRIPON REMARKS
624 05
1DA
0 HRE
181 GMI4 CVTS ON.STATION CALISRATION IS COMPLETEf
GMIL RF IS OFF,
11 2 CVTS SRO GMIL ON.STATION CALIBRATION IS
COMPLETE OSM UHF AND VHFwAM
CLEARANCE IS S T ILL REQUIRED,
- 1 DA
0 HR
01 0
181 1 MSTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR GSM RF
UHF 2 1 06.4t 2287,5s AND 2272,5 MHZI
VHF-AM 259v7 AND 296*8 MHZe
PROVIDE GML SUPPORT ON CH, 214,
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF,
181 2 CVTS GMIL STANDBY ON CM. 214 TO SUPPORT CSM RF
CHECKS, CLEAR TO BRING UP THE CSM
UHF COMMAND CARRIER WHEN REQUESTED,
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF, KEEP CVTS
ADVISED OF CARRIER STATUS,
-22 HR,
0O O'
i1 I MSTC CVTS CSM RF IS OFF, GMIL SUPPORT IS NO
LONGER REQUIRED,
181 2 OMIL CVTS CSM UHF COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 3 CVTS SRO CSM RF IS OFE,
KSC FORM 23-818 (RV 4/71) NASA kSC COMI APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGEDATE: TEST NO.30
REVISION JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL VtHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. SEENCE COMMAND RESPONSETME STA.. SEQUEN STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
.20 HR9
181 1 MSTC CVTS SC PROCEEDIN$ WITH PREPS FOR BACKUP
GUIDANCE SIMULATED FL11HT TEST IN
1 HOUR,
6 HR
50' 0O
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CSH
FREQUENCIES 2106,4, 2272,5,
2287,5, 259,7 AND 296,8 MHZ
AND LV FREGUENCISS 240.2, 250,7,
255,1, 256v2, 258,5 AND 450,0 MHZ
FOR GMIL ON-STATION CALIBRATION,
* 6 HR
45f 0'
181 1 GMiL CVTS VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR
ON.STATION CALIBRATION,
- 4 HRE
311 O'
181 1 CVTS CLTC
MSTC
GMIL
SRO
CTSC
CPSS VERIFY READY TO PROCEED WITH THE S""ACE
VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST,
181 2 CLTC CVTS LV POWER IS COMING ON,
181 3 CLTC CVTS PRESET CDC TO 7*4 HOURSp 31' 0" AND
COUNTING DOWN,
181 4 CVTS THE SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESSE:M TEST AT PAD I WILL START ON MY MARK
PA AT T-4 HOURSs 31' O"t
5 - 4 - 3 - 2 * i * MARK,
KSC FORM 23-81B (REV. 4/71) 
NASA.KSC-COML APR/I71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGEI .CUE VEHICLE TESTNO. 31
REVISION JUNE 15 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSECH.TIME S QUENCE COMMAND RESTA.SE DESCRIPTION REMARKS
- 4 HR'
101 0'
181 1 CVTS CTSC AAS POWER BUSSES WILL BE REQUIRED AT
Ts3 HOURS, 10t 0", HAVE SWIC MONITOR
CH, 181,
- 4 HRE
5t 0'
181 1 BWIC CVTS AAS POWER SUPPLIES ARE COMING ON,
NOTE
POWER BUS LIGHTS ON CONSOLE
AB-6 MAY BE ACTIVATED
DURING VOLTAGE CHECKS,
3 HR,
569 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST CPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM
ENABLE KEY TO CLVN,
181 2 CVTS CPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY TO
CLYN,
NOTE
THE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE
KEY IS RELEASED AT THIS
TIME TO SUPPORT S-IVB
PUNCTIONAL TEST FOLLOWED
BY LV DRSCS.CLOSED LOOP
TEST AT T-2 HOURS, 50' 0",
181 3 CPSS CVTS DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RELEASED
TO CLVN,
KSC FORM 23.81B REV. 4171) NASA-KSC-COML APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: TEST NO. 32REVISION JUE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407RORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
. 3 HR,
469 O'
181 1 CLTC CVTS READY FOR TCS FUNCTIONAL TEST,
REQOUEST PERMISSION TO PLACE CDC IN
LOCAL CONTROL,
181 2 CVTS THE CDC WILL BE RESET TO Tu3915H AND
EM COUNTDOWN WILL BE INITIATED TO SUPPORT
PA TCS FUNCTIONAL TEST,
181 3 CLTC CVTS CDC SUPPORT FOR THE TCS FUNCTIONAL
TEST IS NO LONGER REQU!RED, CDC
MAY BE RESET FOR COUNTDOWN,
181 4 CVTS THE TCS FUNCTIONAL TEST IS COMPLETE,
EM THE CDC WILL BE RESET AND COUNTDOWN
PA INITIATED ON MY MARK,
5 s 4 - 3 " 2 * (I MARK,
181 5 CLTC CVTS LV POWER IS ON,
-. 3 HRS
450 O'
181 1 CVTS HFLT VERIFY READY TO PROCEED WITH THE SPACE
VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST,
181 12 GMIL CVTS ONeSTATION CALIBRATION IS COMPLETE,
GMIL RF IS OFF,
181 3 CVTS SRO GMIL ON.STATION CALIBRATION IS COMPLETE
oMIL RF IS OFFj
. 3 HR5
40' 0"'
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST ETR SUPPORT DRSCS/GSE PREPS
WITH AUDIO LINE SIGNALS USING 015
CHM 264,
181 2 CVTS SRO REQUEST ETR SUPPoRT DRSCS/GSE PREPS
KSC FORM 23-81B (RIEV 4/711 NASAKSC COML APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
IpCUE VEHICLE TEST NO. 33
REVISION JUNE 15 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407RORIGIAAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
S C. SEUEN COMMAND RESONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS
- 3 HR CONTINUED
40f 0O
WITH AUDIO LINE SIGNALS USING OIS
CH, 264,
181 3 CVTS CLTC GMI L AND RANSE BRINGING UP 450,0 MHZ
COMMAND CARRIER FOR MCC COMMAND VALIDA-
TION TEST,
VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS
OFF,
181 4 CVTS MSTC GMIL BRINGING UP 2106t4 MHZ COMMAND
CARRIER FOR MCC COMMAND VALIDATION
TEST.
VERIFY CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF,
181 5 CVTS SRO VERIFy RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR LV AND
CSM FREQUENCIES 450.0. 2106t4, 259,7
AND 296,8 MHZ FOR MCC COMMAND
VALIDATION TEST AND MCC AIR/GROUND
VALIDATION TEST,
a 3 HRd
351 0'
181 1 HFLT CVTS VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER AND
CSM COMMAND DECODER ARE OFF,
BRING UP RANGE SAFETY 450 0 MHZ
COMMAND CARRIER FOR MCC COMMAND
VALIDATION TEST,
181 2 CVTS GMIL BRINGING UP RANGE SAFETY 450,0 MHZ
COMMAND CARRIER FOR MCC COMMAND
VALIDATION TEST,
181 3 CVTS SRO BRING UP RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
AND VERIFY,
181 4 SRO CVTS RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
181 5 CVTS HFLT RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
,f IfAM YI lIt IV 4//I) NASA KSt( t MI AI !I
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: TEST NO. 34
REVISION JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPRATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB RT COMM. COMMAND RESPONSEIME H. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION LkMARKS
. 3 HRS CONT NUED
35 O'
181 6 HFLT CVTS RANGE SAFETY SUPPORT FOR MCC COMMAND
VALIDATION TEST IS NO LONGER REQUIRED,
BRING DOWN RANGE SAFETY 450,0 MNZ
COMMAND CARRIER,
BRING UP GMIL 450,0 AND 2106,4 MHZ
COMMAND CARRIERS FOR MCC COMMAND
VALIDATION TEST,
BRING UP GMIL 259,7, 296,8 AND 210s,4
MMZ CARRIERS FOR MCC AIR/GROUND
VALIDATION TEST,
181 7 CVTS SRO RANGE SAFETY SUPPORT FOR MCC COMMAND
VALIDATION TEST IS NO LONGER REQUIRED,
BRING DOWN RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
CARRIER AND VERIFY,
181 8 SRO CVTS RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 9 CVTS GMIL BRING UP 450*0 AND 2t06,4 MHZ COMMAND
CARRIERS FOR MCC COMMAND VALIDATION
TEST,
BRING UP 259c7# 296,8 AND 2106,4 MHZ
CARRIERS FOR MCC AIR/GROUND VALIDATION
TEST.
181 10 GMIL CVTS GMIL RF IS ON,
181 11 CVTS HFLT GMIL RF IS ON,
, 3 HRE
301 0'
181 1 CVTS CTSC VERIFY ALL REQUIRED PERSONNEL AND
EQUIPMENT ARE ON STATION READY TO
SUPPORT TEST OPERATIONS,
KSC FORM 2381B (R 4/71) NA -KSCCOML APR 71
OCL
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
;ESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 35
(V, ORIGIAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
' HR
1!)' n'i
181 1 HFLT CVTS MCC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS
COMPLETE, MCC AIR/GROUND VALIDATION
TEST IS COMPLETE,
GMIL RF IS NO LONGER REQUIRED.
181 2 CvTS GMIL BRING DOWN 450,0, 2106,4, 259,7 AND
296,8 MHZ CARRIERS,
181 3 GMIL CVTS GMIL RF IS OFF,
181 4 CVTS CLTC
MSTC MCC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS
COMPLETE,
181 5 CVTS SRO MCC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST AND AIR/
GROUND VALIDATION TEST ARE COMPLETE,
GMIL RF IS OFF,
. 3 HR
101 O'
181 1 CVTS GMIL POWER UP THE AIU AND VERIFY,
181 2 CVTS LOM VERIFY THE FOLLOWING SWITCHES ON THE
ABORT REQUEST PANEL ARE OFF,
ABORT REQUEST ENABLEs ABORT REQUEST A,
AND ABORT REQUEST B,
181 3 CVTS BWIC TURN ON AAS POWER BUSSES,
4 LOM NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING LIGHTS. ON THE
ABORT REQUEST PANEL GO ON
POWER SUPPLY li 2, 3, AAS SUPPLY,
AND ORDNANCE SAFE,
K(, F()wM l Hi(IV 4//1) NASA KSC (OMI APR, 1I
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: JUN E 15, 1973 TEST N3
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
. SV-1KYLAB07 RVEHICLE SKYLAB R
COM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE
CH. STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
, 2 HR,
58' 0'
181 1 CVTS LOM ABORT REQUEST ENABLE SWITCH TO ON
AND VERIFY,
2 LOM NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING LIGHTS ON THE
ABORT REQUEST PANEL GO ON
REQUEST A ENABLED AND REQUEST B
ENABLED,
181 3 CVTS HFLT THE GMIL CQMMAND SYSTEM WILL BE SAFED
MOMENTARILY FOR AIU ENABLE,
1,81 4 CVTS GMIL SAFE THE GMIL COMMAND SYSTEM,
ENABLE THE AU.,
ARM THE GMIL COMMAND SYSTEM AND
VERIFY THAT GMIL ABORT SYSTEM IS GO,
5 LOM NOTE THAT THE GMIL ON LIGHT IS ON,
11 6 CVTS HFLT GMIL COMMAND SYSTEM IS ARMED,
AAS IS ENABLED,
' IIA M )RM IIIIH IV 4 'I) 
NASA K'I roMI APl n
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
Ig CUE VEHICLE TEST NO. 37
REVISION JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPION MAKSCH. STA. STA. E I O  RE RK
2 HMR
55, OR -
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY CLEARANCE TO RADIATE THE LV
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER FOR
CLOSED LOOP RANGE SAFETY TEST,
PROTECTION IS REOUIRED,
STANDBy ON CH, 261 FOR CLOSED LOOP
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CHECKS USING TEST
CODE PLUGS AND CLOSED LOOP RANGE SAFETY
AUDIO LINKS TO LC-39,
VERIFy RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER I
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED,
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR LV
FREQUENCIES 240,2, 256,21 258,5p
250,7, 255*1 AND 5765 MHZ,
' 2 HR
549 O'
181 1 MSTC CVTS EDS POWER IS ON,
SCDR IS ON CH, 223 FOR ABORT LIGHT
VERIFICATION,
.181 .2 CVTS COTC SC EDS POWER IS ON,
SCDR IS ON CH, 223 FOR ABORT LIGHT
VERIFICATION,
. 2 HR
50r 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS VERIFY THE RANGE IS READY FOR CLOSED
LOOP RANGE SAFETY COMMANU CHECKS USING
TEST CODE PLUGS AND CLOSED LOOP RANGE
SAFETY AUDIO LINKS TO LC"39,
KS foRM 73 1IB (REV 4/1) NASA KSC COMI APR,/I
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS TESTNO. SV-41407R
REVSION ORIGINAL vEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
S CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION kkMARKS
. 2 HRS CONT NUED
50 O'
181 2 CLTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING UP THE LOCAL
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND GARRIER AND RANGE
READY TO SUPPORT DRSCS CLOSED LOOP
TEST ON CH 261, PROTECTION IS
REQUIRED,
NOTE
THE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE
KEY WAS RELEASED TO CLVN
AT Tw3 HRS# 569 0",
181 3 CLTC CVTS LV STARTING ORSCS TEST, LOCAL RANGE
SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS COMING ON
NOTE
THE DETAILED SEQUENCES FOR
THE ABORT LIGHT
VERIFICATION AND THE DRSCS
CLOSED LOOP TEST ARE IN
THE LV PROCEDURE,
181 4 CLTC CVTS ABORT LIGHT CHECK COMPLETE, LV NO
LONGER REQUIRES EDS POWER,
181 5 CVTS MSTC ABORT LIGHT CHECK COMPLETE, REQUEST
EDS POWER OFF,
181 6 CVTS SRO VERIFY READY TO SUPPORT OPEN LOOP
DRSCS TEST WITH TEST CODE PLUGS,
181 7 CLTC CVTS VERIFY THE RANGE READY TO SUPPORT OPEN
LOOP DRSCS TEST WITH TEST CODE PLUGS,
REGUEST RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
ON AND VERIFY,
f( M l M 23ij(kV 4,11 
NMA KS" ( O'I ApR 11
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE PAG39DATE: TEST NO. SV341407R
EION JUNE 15 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVSION ORIGIFAL VEHICLE SKYLAB RCOMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME . SEQUENCE STA. SA. SE DESCRIPTION REMARKS
*2 HRE CONTINUED
50' 0'
181 8 CVTS SRO BRING UP RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
AND VERIFY,
181 9 SRO CVTS RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON;
181 10 CVTS CLTC RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON;
181 11 CLTC CVTS LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS
OFF,
181 12 CVTS SRO LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
IS OFF,
181 13 CLTC CVTS REQUEST RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
OFF AND VERIFY,
181 14 CVTS SRO BRING DOWN RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
CARRIER AND VERIFY,
181 15 SRO CVTS RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 16 CVTS CL T C RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 17 CLTC CVTS DRSCS OPEN LOOP TEST IS COMPLE T E,
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED
TO CPSS,
181, 18 CPSS CVTS DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED,
181 19 CVTS SRO LV DRSCS OPEN LOOP TEST IS COMPLETE,
181 20 CLTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL OPEN LOOP
IU COMMAND CARRIER, PROTECTION IS
REQUIRED*
VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR LV FREQUENCIES
240,2, 2 5 6 ,2p 258,5, 250,7p 255,1
AND 5765 MMZ
181 21 CLTC CVTS LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER AND
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER ARE ON,
KXC FORM 23 81 (REV 4/71) NASASC COML APR II
--- ~~ ~ ~ ~ NAAS CO-b APE. 71~ __ . - .I .~~
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 40
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS TESTSNO. V-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME . SEUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
. 2 HR
40' 0'
181 1 MSTC CVTS EUS POWER IS OFF,
' 2 HRE
301 0O
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) BE
LOCKED OUT AT MSS PLATFORM 5 AND MSS
PLATFORM 2 BE POSITIONED BELOW LV
STATION 1400 TO SUPPORT LONG RANGE
THEODOLITE CHECKS,
181 2 CVTS CTSC LUCK OUT MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) AT MSS H
PLATFORM 5 AND POSITION MSS PLATFORM 2
BELOW LV STATION 1400 TO SUPPORT LONG
RANGE THEODOLITE CHECKS,
STATION OPERATOR IN MSS ELEVATOR 1,
181 3 CLTC CVTS STARTING SIM PROP LOADING,
S2 HR-
251 0'
181 1 CVTS SRO VbRIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CS
FREQUENCIES 2106. 4 t 2272,5, 2287,5?
259,7 AND 296.8 MHZo
* 2 HRE
20' 0'
181 1 MSTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR CSM RF
UHF 2106v4, 2287,5 AND 2272,5 MHZI
VHF-AM 259.7 AND 296,8 MHZ,
GMIL SUPPORT REQUIRED ON CH, 212,
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF,
HFLT SUPPORT REQUIRED ON CH I 212,
KSC FORM 23 810 (REV 4 1) NASA kSC O'I R "'
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 41
DATE: TESTNO.DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-4147 R
REVISION ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TI COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
IMH. SEQUENC A. A. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
- 2 HR; CONTINUED
20' O'
181 2 CVTS HFLT CSM UHF COMMAND CARRIER IS COMING ON,
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF,
SUPPORT REQUIRED ON CM, 212 FOR CSM
AIR/GROUND VOICE CHECKS,
81 3 CVTS GMIL SUPPORT REQUIRED ON CH, 212 FOR CSM
AIR/GROUND VOICE CHECKS, CSM COMMAND
DECODER IS OFF,
CLEAR TO BRING UP CSM UHF COMMAND
CARRIER WHEN REQUESTED,
KEEP CVTS ADVISED OF CARRIER STATUS,
181 4 CVTS SRO VERIFy RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE
GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER,
2 HRE
1 g Oi
81 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST GQML AND HFLT REPORT TO CHO
261 TO SUPPORT FT-47 (PREFLIGHT
COMMAND SYSTEM TEST),
REQUEST CLEARANCE TO BRING UP GMIL IU
COMMAND CARRIER,
NOTE
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER
CAPTURED BY THE LV LOCAL
OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER
(REF, SEQ, 5. Tt2 HOURS#
50 0"),
KSC FORM 23.81 (REV. 4171) NASA KSC COMI APR 71
7- 
--
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 42
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPEATIONS TESTNO. SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL 
-HICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE
CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRITION RL:ARKS
* 2 HRS CONTINUED
151 O0
181 2 CVTS HFLT REPORT TO CH, 261 To SUPPORT FT,47
,
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER CAPTURED
BY THE LV LOCAL OPEN LOOP 1U COMMAND
CARRIER,
GMIL Iu COMMAND CARRIER WILL BE COMING
ON WHEN REQUESTED BY CLTC,
181 3 CVTS OMIL REPORT TO OH, 261 TO SUPPORT FT-47,
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER CAPTURS-
BY THE LV LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER,
CLEAR TO BRING UP GMIL 1U COMMAND
CARRIER WHEN REQUESTED BY CLTC, KEEP
CVTS ADVISED OF CARRIER STATUS,
• 2 HR.
10' O'
181 1 LOM CVTS READY TO SUPPORT AAS CHECKS AT Te1
HOUR, 559 0" ON CH, 214,
* 2 HR,
7' 0'
181 1 GMIL CVTS IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
181 2 CVTS HFLT GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
181 3 CLTC CVTS LOCAL OPEN LOOP 1U COMMAND CARRIER
IS OFF,
181 4 CVTS SRO LV LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER
IS OFF AND GMIL 1U COMMAND CARRIEIh IS
ON,
KSC FORM 23 81 (REV 4/71) NSA KSCCOMI 4PR 7t
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE 43
DATE: TESTNO. SV-41407RDATE: JUNE 15 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAb R
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKSCH. SUENC STA. STA.
2 HR
181 1 MSTC CVTS ED$ POWER COMING ON, CSM COMMAND
DECODER COMING ON .GMIL AND HFLT
SUPPORT REQUIRED 6 N CH, 214, LOM
REQUIRED ON CH, 214 AT Tai MOUR,
551 0" FOR AAS CHECKS,
181 2 CVTS CLTC SC EDS POWER IS COMING ON,
ja11i . 3 CVTS GMIL STANDBY ON CH, 214 TO SUPPORT MCC/CSM
COMMAND AND AAS CHECKS,
181 4 CVTS HFLT STANDBy ON CH, 214 TO SUPPORT MCC/CSM
COMMAND AND AAS CHECKS,
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS COMING ON,
1B. 5 CTSC CVTS MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) IS LOCKED OUT
AT MSS PLATFORM 5 AND MSS PLATFORM 2
IS BELOW AND WILL REMAIN BELOW LV
STATION 1400 UNTIL AFTER T*2 0",
OPERATOR IS IN ELEVATOR 1t
181 6 CLTC CVTS VERIFY TRAT ELEVATOR 2 ON WEST SIDE
OF MSS IS LOCKED OUT AT PLATFORM 5
AND MSS PLATFORM 2 18 BELOW LV STATION
1400,
S1 HR
58' 0
161 1 CLTC CVTS HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST
IS COMPLETE,
REQUEST CLEARANCE TO BRING UP THE
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER,
PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED,
K FOM 23-81 (RV. 41711 NASA KSC COM APRIm
KS OM2.I RV /1
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 44DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS TESTNO. SV-41407RREVISION ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB RTI COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION k£MARKS
- 1 HR CONT NUED
581 0'
181 2 CVTS SRO HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST
IS COMPLETE,
VERIFy RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
LOCAL CLOSE LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER,
PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED,
181 3 CVTS CLTC BRING 'UP LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER,
181 4 CLTC CVTS REMOVE GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER,
REPORT WNEN COMPLETE, LOCAL CLOSED
LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
181 5 CVTS GMIL LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP !U COMMAND
CARRIER IS ON,
BRING DOWN IU COMMAND CARRIER,
181 6 OMIL CVTS IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 7 CVTS CLTC GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 8 CVTS HFLT
SRO GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER IS ON,
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS ON,
e i HR
561 0O
181 1 CVTS BWIC TURN ON AAS EVENT RECORDERS AT FAST
SPEED,
- 1 HR
55' 0O
181 1 MSTC CVTS EDS POWER IS ON,
I FORM 1111(RI dl1 NANA Kf (OMI A1It ?I
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAG 45
ATE: UNE 15 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407RREVISION ORIGIAIAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME COHM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESTA. DESCRIPT]ON REMARKS
S1. HR
55' O'
214 2 MSTC LOM ABORT REQUEST A SWITCH ON,
3 LOM NOTE THAT REBUEST A TRANSMITTED AND
REQUEST A RECEIVED LIGHTS ARE ON,
214 4 SCDR ABORT LIGHT w ON,
214 5 MSTC LOM ABORT REQUEST A SWITCH - OFF,
6 LOM NOTE THAT REQUEST A TRANSMITTED LIGHT
IS OFF AND REQUEST A RECEIVED LIGHT
REMAINS ON V
214 7 SCDR ABORT LIGHT, REMAINS ON,
214 8 MSTC HFLT SEND ABORT LIGHT A - OFF (RTC 00),
214 9 SCDR ABORT LIGHT, OFF,
214 10 MSTC LOM ABORT REQUEST B SWITCH - ON,
11 LOM NOTE THAT RElUEST B TRANSMITTER LIGHT
AND REQUEST 8 RECEIVED LIGHT m ON AND
REQUEST A RECE4VED LIGHT w OFF,
214 12 SCDR ABORT LIGHT - ON,
214 13 MSTC LOM ABORT REQUEST B SWITCH - OFF,
14 LOM NOTE THAT REQUEST B TRANSMITTED LIGHT
OFF AND REQUEST B RECEIVED LIGHT
REMAINS ONv
214 15 SCDR ABORT LIGHT REMAINS ON,
214 16 MSTC HFLT SEND ABORT LIGRT B OFF (RTC 06),
214 17 SCDR ABORT LIGHT, , OFF,
214 18 MSTC GMIL RESET REQUEST B RECEIVED LIGHT,
19 LOM NOTE THAT REQUEST 8 RECEIVED LIGHT a
OFF,
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE46
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 TEST NOUNCHO ONS
ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. J COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEUENCE STA. STA. DESCrIPTION REMARKS
* HR
551 0'
214 20 MSTC HFLT EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SYSTEM A) - ON
(RTC 01),
214 21 SCDR ABORT LIGHT e ON,
214 22 MSTC HFLT EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SYSTEM A) - OFF
(RTC 00),
214 23 SCDR ABORT LIGHT,* OFF,
214 24 MSTC HFLT EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SYSTEM 8) - ON
(RTC 07),
214 25 SCDR ABORT LIGHT 9 ON,
214 26 MSTC HFLT EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SYSTEM B) * OFF
(RTC 06).
214 27 SCDR ABORT LIGHT * OFF,
181 28 CLTC CVTS LV READY FOR EDS TEST REQUEST SCO
PERSONNEL SWITCH TO CH, 223,
1 HR
529 0'
181 1 MSTC LOM AAS CHECKS COMPLETE,
181 2 MSTC CVTS AAS CHECKS COMPLETE,
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF,
181 3 CVTS BWIC AAS EVENT RECORDERS TO SLOW SPEED,
181 4 CVTS HFLT CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF,
181 5 CVTS MSTC VERIFY MSEM AND SCDR ON CH, 223 FOR
EDS TEST,
181 6 CVTS CLTC SCO PERSONNEL ARE ON OH, 223 TO
SUPPORT EDS TEST,
181 7 CVTS LOM SWITCH TO CH, 223 TO SUPPORT EDS TEST,
KSC FORM 23-81 (REV. 4/71) N SC COML APR/7
1--- -... ~ftO4:
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE TESTNO.47
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION OR IGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COM. SEUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTON REMARKST CH. $SUENCE STA. STA.
I HR CONT NUED
52' 0'
223 8 CEDK LOM VERIFY ABORT REQUEST ENABLE ON,
223 9 LOM ABORT REQUEST ENABLE A AND ABORT
REQUEST ENABLE 8 LIGHTS ARE ON,
NOTE
IN THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE
DO NOT OPERATE BOTH
SWITCHES SIMULTANEOUSLY,
223 10 CEDK LOM ABORT REQUEST A AND ABORT REQUEST B
SWITCHES- ON,
11 LOM NOTE THAT REQUEST A TRANSMITTED AND
REQUEST B TRANSMITTED LIGHTS GO ON,
223 12 SCDR ABORT LIGHT ON,
223 13 CEDK LOM ABORT REQUEST A AND ABORT REQUEST B
SWITCHES - OFF,
14 LOM NOTE THAT REQUEST A TRANSMITTED,
REQUEST B TRANSMITTED, REQUEST A
RECEIVED, AND REQUEST B'RECEIVED
LIGHTS GO OFF,
223 15 SCDR ABORT LIGHT OFF,
- I HR
22( O'
181 1 CLTC CVTS EDS TEST IS COMPLETE,
181 2 MSTC CVTS EDS TEST IS COMPLETE, EDS POWER IS
OFF,
181 3 CVTS CLTC EDS POWER IS OFF,
KSL POM 3.8IIB (REV 4//1) NASA-KSC OM APR 11
SPACE VEHICLE rLfGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 48
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS TESTNO. SV-41407RREVISION ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
- 1 HR
10' O'
181 1 CLTC CVTS READY TO START RADAR bEACON 2 CHECKS,
REPORT GO/NOGO AND RANGE READOUTS TO
VURF ON CHv 264,
181 2 CVTS SRO INTERROGATE RADAR BEACON 2 AND REPORT
GO/NO.GO AND READOUTS TO VURF ON CH,
264,
181 3 CLTC CVTS SIM PROPELLANT LOADING IS COMPLETE,
w HR
81 0'
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
FOR DRSCS CLOSED LOOP TEST,
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED.
n . HR
181 1 CLTC CVTS ROQUEST CPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYST'E
ENABLE KEY TO CLVN AND TCS ARM KEY
TO C3SP,
181 2 CVTS CPSS RELEASE RESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY
TO CLVN,
RELEASE TCS ARM KEY TO C3SP,
181 3 CPSS CVTS DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RELEASED
TO CLVN,
TCS ARM KEY RELEASED TO C3SP,
KSC FORM 23 81B (REV 4/71) NASA KSC COML APR 71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: TEST NO.
REVISION J UNE I 1A973 LAUNCH OPEATIONS SV-41407R
OR IGAAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
s I HR
31 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING UP THE
LOCAL RANGQ SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER'
(PROTECTION IS REQUIRED,)
181 2 CLTC CVTS LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS
COMING ON,
181 3 CLTC CVTS REQUEST RANGE MONITOR RADAR BEACONS
FOR ANY CHANGES DURING LV POWER
TRANSFER TEST,
181 4 CVTS SRO MONITOR RADAR BEACONS FOR ANY CHANGES
DURING LV POWER TRANSFER TEST,
NOTE
LV POWER TRANSFER IS
SCHEDULED TO OCCUR AT
T"58t 0",
.53, 0O
181 1 CLTC CVTS HOLD THE CDC AT T50' 0" FOR 5 MINUTES
FOR GMT RESET.
181 2 CVTS MSTC
HFLT
GMIL
SRO
CTSC THE CDC WILL BE STOPPED AT T-50! 0"
FOR 5 MINUTES FOR GMT RESET,
181 3. CLTC CVTS REQUEST SRO SWITCH TO CH, 261 To
SUPPORT DRSCS CLOSED LOOP TEST USING
TEST CODE PLUGS,
181 4 CVTS SRO STANDBy ON CH, 261 FOR LV DRSCS CLOSED
LOOP TEST USING TEST CODE PLUGS,
KSC FORM 23818 (REV. 4/71) NASA-KSC-COML APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 50
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS TESTNO. SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL 
.HICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESONSEIM CH. MUNCE STA, A. DSCRIION ST RKS
.539 0" CONTINUED
NOTE -
THE DETAILED SEQUENCES
FOR THE DRSCS CLOSED LOOP
TEST ARE IN THE LV
PROCEDURE AT T"42' 0"
.51130'
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADAR BEACON 2 READOUTS COMPLETE
AND READY FOR RADAR BEACON ~,
.50' 0'
STARTING 5 MINUTE SCHEDULED HOLD
---------* ------------------
FOR GMT RESET
181 1 CVTS CLTC
MSTC
HFLT
GMIL
SRO
CTSC THE COUNT IS HOLDING FOR 51 9o" FOR
GMT RESET,
181 2 CLTC CVTS LV READY TO RESUME COUNT AT
COMPLETION OF HOLD,
'eI.JUST PRIOR TO RESUMING COUNT--
--------------------** ------ -
181 3 CVTS CLTC
MSTC
HFLT
GMIL
SRO
CTSC THE CDC WILL BE RESTARTED AT T.50' 0"
ON MY MARK,
5 * 4 - 3 2 * 1 * MARK,
IMC FORM 2381B (REV 4/71) NASA KSC COMI APR 71
. . . . . ... I0 1
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE 51
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPRATIONS SV-41407R
EEVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. OMMAN REMARKSRESNSE
TIME CH. SEQUENCE STOMMA. RESSTA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
.501 0' CONTINUED
181 4 CLTC CVTS VERIFY RADAR BEACON 2 READOUTS
COMPLETE AND READY FOR RADAR BEACON .,
181 5 CLTC CVTS REQUEST RANGE READOUT RADAR BEACON 1,
REPORT READOUTS TO VURF ON CH, 264.
181 6 CVTS SRO INTERROGATE RADAR BEACON 1,
REPORT READOUTS TO VURF ON CH, 264,
181 7 CLTC CVTS REQUEST HFLT GO TO CH, 263 FOR
TELETYPE DATA VERIFICATION,
181 8 CVTS HFLT GO TO CHo 263 FOR TELETYPE DATA
VERIFICATION,
.479 0'
181 1 MSTC CVTS REQUEST GMIL SUPPORT ON CHW 213 FOR RF
READOUTS,
181 2 CVTS OMIL STANDBy ON CH, 213 TO PROVIDE CSM UHF
AND VMF-AM READOUTS,
181 3 CVTS BWIC AAS EVENT RECORDERS TO FAST SPEED,
.441 0'
NOTE
AFTER PYRO BUSSES ARE ARMED,
THE LOM WILL NOTE THAT THE
ABORT REQUEST PANEL ORDNANCE
ARMED LIGHT IS ON AND THE
ORDNANCE SAFE LIGHT IS OFF
(REFo SEQ. 6, T4W4' 0"),
161 j CVTS CPSS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO ARM SC PYRO BUSSES,
H'4 hEM 0IB j l Yv 4/11 NAMA KS( (IMI AI'l /I
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 TESTNO. 52
REVISION LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407RORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSEIME CH. STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
-449 0' CONT NUED
181 2 MSTC CVTS VERIFY CPSS PERMISSION TO ARM PYRO
BUSSES,
EDS POWER IS COMING ON,
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS COMING ON,
181 3 CvTS CLTC SC EDS POWER IS COMING ON,
181 4 CVTS HFLT CSM COMMAND DECODER IS COMING ON,
181 5 MSTC CVTS CSM BUSSES ARE ARMED (PyRO AND LOGIc),
181 6 LOM CVTS THE ABORT REQUEST PANEL ORDNANCE
ARMED LIGHT IS ON AND ORDNANCE SAFE
LIGHT IS OFF,
********WARNING****ooe**
* THE LES IS TO BE ARMED *
* BEFORE PROCEEDING WITH
* LV DRSCS TEST WITH SRO *
* (REF, SEQ, 5,
T* t44t Of,
181 7 CVTS CLTC CLEAR TO PROCEED WITH DRSCS TEST 4ITH
SRO ON CH. 261,
.421 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
ON, REPORT WHEN TURNED ON,
KSC FORM 23-81 (RE 4/711 
NASA KSC-COML APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 53DATE: TEST NO.
REVISION JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407RORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
ME COMM. SEQUENCE OM ND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS
CH. STA. STA. 
_ __K
.421 0' CONTINUED
NOTE
---
_
SCOMMAND CARRIER AND IU
COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER
ARE ON (REF, SEQ. 8,
T-1 HOUR 9g8' 0"),
181 2 CVTS HFLT
GMIL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS
COMING ON,
181 3 CVTS SRO BRING UP RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
AND VERIPFY
MONITOR CH, 261 AND REPORT WHEN READY
TO SUPPORT FT-47,
181 4 SRO CVTS RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
181 5 CVTS CLTC RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
.391 O'
161 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST GMIL AND HFLT MONITOR CHO 261
AND REPORT WHEN READY TO SUPPORT FT.47
(PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST),
COMMANDS TO BE ISSUED VIA RANGE SAFETY
COMMAND CARRIER,
181 2 CVTS HFLT
GMIL IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS ON,
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON;
MONITOR OH, 261 AND REPORT WHEN READY
TO SUPPORT FT-47 AND LIFTOFF TIME
UPDATE.
..( 1 I 4_M _ Hll --V 4-1 I
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESNO. SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL SHICLE KYLAB R
T COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION RL AARKS
038, O0
181 1 CLTC CVTS DRSCS TEST IS COMPLETE, LOCAL RANGE
SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF LOCAL
CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIEA IS OFF,
181 2 CVTS SRO LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
IS OFF. LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU
COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
035' 0'
181 1 HFLT CVTS NEW LIFTOFF TIME IS
I I
- , GMT,
HRS MIN SEC
CLOSING OF LAUNCH WINDOW IS
, , GMT,
HRS MIN SEC
181 2 CVTS READ BACK TIMES TO THE FLIGHT DIRECTOR
FOR CONFIRMATION,
181 3 CVTS CLTC
GMIL
SRO NEW LIFTOFF TIME IS
GMT,
***-* a**- v-w--
HRS MIN SEC
CLOSING OF LAUNCH WINDOW IS
* P
, , GMT,
wow--- ** ** w*---
HRS MIN SEC
KSC FORM 23-81B (RV 4/71) NASA KSCCOMI APR/7
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SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE 
PAGE
JUNE 15~ 1973 TESTNO.ATE: VISIOUNE 15, LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV- 414071REVISION ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAU R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSECH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTON REMARKS
.259 0' CONT NUED
181 3 CVTS SRO RADAR BEACON SUPPORT IS NO LONGER
REQUIRED,
-18' O' l.iCDC LIFTOFF ADJUSTMENT START TIME-
r---******4--* 
----------------
181 1 CVTS AT CONCLUSION OF T951'0" HOLD FOR CDC
EM LIFTOFF ADJUSTMENT THE COUNT WILL BE
PA RESUMED AT
S, GMT,
HRS MIN SEC
HOLDINC
.151 O'
--- STARTING HOLD FOR LIFTQFF ADJUSTMENT..e
--- e--------.----------------------
181 1 CVTS THE COUNT IS HOLDING FOR LIFTOFF
EM ADJUSTMENT,
PA
mse4UST PRIOR TO RESUMING COUNT.-,
~-~-~r  ---------n - -------
181 2 CVTS THE CDC WILL BE RESTARTED AT T1 Of"
EM ON MY MARK,
PA
5 - 4 - 3. 2 " . MARK,
.15' O0
181 1 MSTC CVTS SEND LOM TO COH 214 FOR ASTRO LAUNCH
CIRCUIT COMM CHECKS,
181 2 CVTS LOM GO TO CH, 214 FOR ASTRO LAUNCH COMM
CHECKS,
214 3 MSTC CSTO PUT ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT ON VHF,
V', FORM ]73 ill l V 4/11) 
NASAKS( (OM AP1,11
LI 9 IWO )vSVN ___________ILL, A34) 919-C& WSW~ 3S~
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SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE58
DATE: JUNE 15 1973 LAUNCH OPATIONS TESTNO SV 58
REVISION ORIGIAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTiON REMARKS
S.6 O' CONTINUED
181 2 CVTS LOM GO TO ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT AT T.41 0,
181 3 CVTS SRO VERIFY GO fOR TERMINAL COUNT,
- 5130'
261 1 CLTC C3NP FUNCTION SELECTOR TO LAUNCH AND
VERIFY ALL STAGES READY FOR POWER
TRANSFER ON,
* 5' O'
261 1 CLTC C3SP ARM TACS,
181 2 CLTC CVTS REQUEST RSO HOLDFIRE AT T"3930" THEN
PROCEED AT T3t25" BY THE CLOCK,
181 3 CVTS SRO REQUEST RSO HOLDFIRE AT T.3o3 0 " THEN
PROCEED AT Te3s25" BY THE CLOCK,
4930'
261 1 CLTC CUSW LVDA/kSE TO LVDA,
* S-IVB OHILLDOWN MUST QE o
* COMPLETE PRIOR TO THE
* NEXT LAUNCH VEHICLE o
* SEQUENCE,
. 41 0'
181 1 CVTS CLTC CLEARED FOR LAUNCH,
KSC FORM 3 IR (REV 4/7 
A1)
+1
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE 59
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB RCOMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
4', 0' CONT NUED
2 CSTO
LOM
MSTC PERPORM ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT COMM,
CHECK WITH SCDR,
181 3 CVTS NOTE
261 .R...
COUNT TIME ANNOUNCEMENTS
---- *--w-----------
w3130" TO 0O40" EVERY 10 SECONDS,
s0(40" To01'0O5" EVERY 5 SECONDS,
•01l" TO~O'O" EVERY I SECOND,
3. 30'
261 1 SRO INITIATE R8O HOLDFIREi
, 3!25'
261 1 SRO REMOVE RSO HOLDFIREI
S3 6'
261 1 C3FR VERIFY FIRING COMMAND IS ON (HI)
, O0 0
261 1 C3FR COMMIT,
KSC FORM 23.818 (REV. 4/71J NASAKSC.COMI APR/ll
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE PAG60TEST NO.DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL 
.,HICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSEIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMAND RESTA.SE DESCRIPTION R;AARKS
, Of 0' CONT NUED
2 *oo********WARNING**********
8 8
* LIFTOFF MUST BE 31IVEN *
* BY CLVN WITHIN 4
* SECONDS OF COMMIT, *
* 0
0000*88088*0***** ** ***0*
3 CLVN SIMULATED LIFTOFF ENABLE ON (START
TIME BASE NO. 1),
* Of 0' 78T
+0 9 0"
261 1 CLTC LIFTOFF (PANEL LIGHT AND OTV),
2 H3FR NOTE LIFTOFF (C),
a 21 01' T .
.2 0
181 1 CLTC CVTS MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) AND PLATFORM 2
ARE RELEASED FOR NORMAL SERVICE,
181 2 CVTS CTSC RETURN MSS ELEVATOR 2 AND FLATFORM 2
TO NORMAL SERVICE,
S5 0'
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER AND
THE LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMip'
CARRIER, PROTECTION IS REQUIRED,
X C FORM 23 61 (REV 4171) NASA KSC OMt APR )1
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE 61
DATE TESTNO. V- 1407RDATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONSREVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RES SE DESCRIPTION REMARKSCH. STA. STA.
* 9155' TB-4
091,8"
181 1 CLTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING UP THE LOCAL
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND AND LOCAL CLOSED
LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIERS, PROTECTION
IS REQUIRED,
181 2 cLTC CVTS HAVE SRO DISABLE RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
CARRIER AND VERIFY,
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND AND LOCAL
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIERS ARE ON,
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS NO
LONGER REQUIRED,
181 .3 CVTS SRO BRING DOWN RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
CARRIER AND VERIFY,
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND AND
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIERS
ARE ON,
VERIFy RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE
GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER,
161 4 SRO CVTS RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 5 CVTS HFLT
GMIL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND AND
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIERS
ARE ON.
181 6 CVTS CLTC RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 7 CVTS SRO VERIFY READY FOR C OSED LOOP RANGE
SAFETY COMMAND CHECKS USING TEST CODE
PLUGS ANB AUDIO LINKS TO LCw39 ON
015 CH. 261,
KSC FORM 23 s8B ERFV 4/71) NASA-KSCCOM AP, 71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE 62
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
IME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKSTI CH. S UENE STA. STA.
.13953' TB-4
*4t0"
851 1 CLTC CVTS VERIFY THE RANGE IS READY FOR CLOSED
LOOP RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CHECKS USING
TEST CODE PLUGS AND AUDIO LINKS TO
LCm39 ON CN, 261,
+151 O' TB-4
590"
181 1 MSTC CVTS CLEAR TO SAFE AAS,
181 2 CVTS HFLT VERIFY CLEAR TO SAFE THE GMIL COMMAND
SYSTEM MOMENTARILY TO POWER DOWN THE
AAS,
181 3 CVTS GMIL SAFE THE GMIL COMMAND SYSTEM,
DISABLE AND POWER DOWN THE AIU AND
VERIFY,
REARM THE COMMAND SYSTEM AND VERIFY,
4 LOM NOTE THAT THE GMIL ON INDICATOR IS
OFF,
181 5 MSTC CVTS PYRO BUSSES ARE SAFE,
EDS POWER IS OFF,
VERIFY GMIL COMMAND SYSTEM ARMED,
181 6 CVTS CLTC SC EDS POWER IS OFF,
181 7 CVTS LOM ABORT REQUEST ENABLE SWITCH TO OFF AND
VERIFY,
8 LOM NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING LIGHTS ON THE
ABORT REQUEST PANEL ARE OFF, REQUEST
A ENABLED AND REQUEST B ENABLED,
181 9 CVTS BWIC POWER DOWN AAS POWER BUSSES AND POWER
SUPPLIES, TURN OFF AAS EVENT
RECORDERS,
KSC FORM 23 81IB IRV. 417) NASA SC-COML APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE 63
RESCUE VEHICLE TEST NO.
JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-4147R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. SEQUENCE OMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS
TIE CH. STA. STA.
+151 0 CONTINUED
181 10 BWIC CVTS AAS POWER BUSSES AND POWER SUPPLIES
ARE POWERED DOWN AND EVENT RECORDERS
ARE OFF,
181 11 LOM NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING LIGHTS ON THE
ABORT REQUEST PANEL ARE OFF,
AAS POWER SUPPLY i1 2, 3, AAS SUPPLY
AND ORDNANCE SAFE,
181 12 CVTS HFLT
GMIL ABORT ADVISORY SYSTEM IS POWERED DOWN,
.151.53' TB-4
4610"
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST GMIL ENABLE GMIL IU COMMAND
CARRIER AND VERIFY,
NOTE
--- U
THE IU RECEIVER/DECODER
IS CAPTURED BY THE LV
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU
COMMAND CARRIER,
181 2 CVTS HFLT IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER CAPTURED
BY THE LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER, GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS
COMING ON,
181 3 CVTS GMIL IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER CAPTURED
BY THE LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU
COMMAND CARRIER,
BRING UP IU COMMAND CARRIER,
181 4 GMIL CVTS IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
1.t 5 VTS CLTC GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
S C FORM '3 81 (REV 4,71I NASA.KSC-COML APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 64
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-41407R
REON ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIME CM. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
+15153' CONTINUED
181 6 CLTC CVTS LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER
IS OFF,
181 7 CVTS SRO LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER IS OFF AND GMIL IU COMMAND
CARRIER IS ON,
181 8 CLTC CVTS SlB RANSE COMMANDS COMPLETE AND
RANGE SUPPORT FOR DRSCS IS NO LONGER
REQUIRED,
181 9 CVTS SRO SIB RANGE COMMANDS COMPLETE AND RANGE
SUPPORT FOR DRSCS IS NO LONGER
REQUIRED,
+ 1 HR
of Ol
181 1 MSTC CVTS PYRO BUSSES WILL BE ARMED,
*1 HR
45' 0'
181 1 MSTC CVTS CSM RF IS OFF,
PYRO BUSSES ARE SAFE,
EDS POWER IS OFF,
STARTING SC SECURING,
181 2 CVTS GMIL BRING DOWN CSM UHF CARRIER AND
VERIFY,
181 3 CVTS SRO CSM RF IS OFF,
181 4 CVTS HFLT GMIL CSM UMF CARRIER IS OFF,
, 0I(JM ANIIKINIV 4 I/1 
NASA KlS (I MI APR II
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE 65
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPEATIONS SV-41407R
REVISIN ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. :;MAND RESPONSETIME CM. SEQUENCE 5A. STA. DESCRIPION RMARKS
* 4 HR TB.4
451 0' 4 MRS
36t0"
181 1 MSTC CVTS SC POWER DOWN COMPLETE,
+ 6 HRl
20' 0O
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIERS
PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED,
* 6 HRE TB.5
251 0' *1 HR
O0 24"
181 1 CVTS HFLT VERIFY HOUSTON COMMANDS ARE COMPLETE,
181 2 CLTC CVTS VERIFY HOUSTON COMMANDS ARE COMPLETE,
181 3 CLTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL CLOSED
LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER (PROTECTION
IS NOT REQUIRED),
181 4 CLTC CVTS LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER
IS ENABLED,
DISABLE GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER AND
VERIFY,
181 5 CVTS GMIL LV LOCAL C OSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER ISION,
BRING DOWN IU COMMAND CARRIER,
181 6 GMIL CVTS IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 7 CVTS CLTC GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
KSC FORM 23818 (REV. 4/71) NASAKSC.COML APR/71
N--i jc-.... "-..._.
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LTESTNO. SV
REVISION LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407RORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIM. SEUE E STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
* 6 WRS CONT NUED
251 0' HR
0924"
181 8 CVTS HFLT
SRO GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER IS ON,
IV COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS ON,
NOTE
THE LV RANGE SAFETY TEST
IS SCHEDULED TO START AT
THIS TIME, THE DETAILED
SEQUENCES ARE IN THE LV
PROCEDURE,
181 9 CLTC CVTS CLOSED LOOP RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
CHECKS COMPLETE,
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS
OFF,
181 10 CLTC CVTS IV COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF
AND LOCALCLOSED LOOP :U COMMAND
CARRIER IS DISABLED,
181 11 CVTS SRO LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARIER
IS OFF,
LV LOCAL'CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER IS OFF,
181 12 CLTC CVTS LV RF AND TM CLEARANCE IS NO LONGER
REQUIRED,
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY AND TCS ARM
KEY RETURNED TO CPSS,
181 13 CPSS CVTS TCS AND DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEYS
HAVE BEEN RETURNED,
K( FOM I hiB (RtV 4/11 
NASA- KSCCOML APO 71
-_ _ _ _ ___ ----- .
,
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGEDATE: TEST NO.
REVISION JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407RORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSECH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
+ 6 HR3 CONT NUED
251 0' +1 HR
0924"
181 14 CVTS SRO ALL LV RF AND TM SYSTEMS ARE OFF;
SV FRT COMPLETE, SUPPORT NO LONGER
REQUIRED,
161 15 CVTS CPSS
CTSC
HFLT
GMIL SV FRT COMPLETE, SUPPORT NO LONGER
REMUIREDr
(SC FORM 7381 (REV 4,71) NASA-KSC-COML APR 71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE APOLLO/SATURN PAGE 68
DATE:JUNE 15, 1973 TEST NO. SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
KSC FORM 23.61 0 t16/04
PRECEDING P. GE BLANK NOT FLMLM
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE APOLLO/SATURN PAGE 69
OATE:JUNE 15, 1973 TEST NO. SV-41407R
REVISION ORIG INAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
APPENDIX A
SPACE VEHICLE BACKUP GUIDANCE
SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST
KSC POPIM l6l1 0 10/041
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
OAT":JUNE 15, 1973 TEST NO, 'V-414OTR
KYLAB 3 & RESCUE SPACE VEHICLE BACKUP GUIDANCE SIM FL TST
OPEATIONS INTERFACE CONTROL CHART
MILOPERATION ON STATAL SEION CQUEIBNCE
S 014.
I
N TS UAT IPlRT
MCS] CD I T-000051TS
O AECN ATEOR P NI R
E I ID CD C" To -t0001
1 * 1
FT IA T-00037
EDS WR 0 1 4 0 1
MEM 
- E *U LI ES ONIA T-00 0041 .
IOCAL CLEARING IS REQUIRED WHEN ENGINES ARE
GIMBALED M L .
S VB HAND CONT OLLEI CK I10 C) r0003ii
s5v1 B H ON .O LE C SI 10 +0 01
lF sUIPPI m TobHMM
DATE 5 31 73 LA PLN
[FFECTIVITY St 3 & RESCUE MIL UHF CA RIER i C
CONCURRENC[; IR I I /T NA SP1 1 m
11 LOGI IV v E I [
APRAS A ELI VATOR I OC D Ur
NASA/KSC JUN/73
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 71
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPRATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONS
TIE COMM. SEQUENCE COMAND RESA. DESCRION REMARKS
SV BACKUP GUIDANCE SIM FLIGHT TEST
OPERATING STEPS
NOTE
THIS TEST IS TO START
DURING A FIRST WORK SHIFT,
AFTER THE COMPL9TION OF'
THE SC'64C TESTIN TASK,
AND PRIOR TO THE START OF
LV OPERATIONS IN SUPPORT
OF SV' RT ft*6 HOURS,
6' 0")v
.3 HRS
51 0"
181 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADiATION COLARANCE FOR
LV FREQUENZIES 240 2# 250 7, 255,t,
256,2, 25S85 AND 450.0 MHZ FOR GM
ON-STATION CALIBRATION,
-3 HRS
0' 0"
181 1 GMIL CVTS VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR
ONeSTATION CALIBRATION,
, i HR
451 0'
181 1 CVTS CLTC
MSTC
SRO
CTSC VERIFY READY'TO PROCEED WITH THE SPACE
VEHICLE BACKUP GUIDAN0E SIMULATED
FLIGHT TEST,
181 2 CLTC CVTS RESET CDO TO T-1 HOUR, 45' 0" AND
COUNTING DOWN,
KSC FORM 2381B (REV 4/71) NASAKSCCOM AP/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAG72DATE: TEST NO.
REVISION JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIM CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION RiA.RKS
, I HR CONT NUED
451 0O
181 3 CVTS THE SPACE VEHICLE BACKJP GUIDANCE
EM SIMULATED FLHGMT TEST AT PAD B WILL
PA START ON MY MARK AT TeI HOUR,
451 0",
5 a 4 - 3 . 2 * i * MARKo
1 HR
30' 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS LV POWER CSMING ON,
a1 HR
5' 0"
181 1 CVTS HFLT VERIFY READY TO PROCEED WITH THE SPACE
VEHICLE BACKUP GUIDANCE SIMULATED
FLIGHT TEST,
181 2 GMIL CVTS ONSTATION CALIBRATION IS COMPLETE,
GMIL RF IS OrF,
181 3 CvTS SRO GMIL ONmSTATION kCALI4RATION 6
COMPLETEt GMIl RF IS OFF,
VERIFY RADIATION QCEARANiE FOR LV
FREQUENCY 450, MHZ FOR MCC COeMAND
VALIDATION TEST,
181 4 CVTS CLTC GMIL BRINGIN6 UP 450,0 MHZ COMMAND
CARRIERS FOR MCC COMMAND VAl4DATT N
TEST,
VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER
IS OFF.
KSC FORM 23.81B (REV 4/71) NASAKSC-COML APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE 73
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS NOSV-1407R
REVIS OR IG I NAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME CM. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
-1 HR
01 0O
181 . CLTC CVTS READY FOR 'TCS FUNCTIONAL TEST,
REQUEST RERMISSION TO PLACE CDC IN
LOCAL CONTROL,
181 2 CVTS THE CDC WILL BE RESET TO T35, 1 5" AND
EM COUNTDOWN WkLBE INITIATED TO SUPPORT
PA TCS FUNCTIONAL TEST t
181 3 CLTC cVTS CDC SUPPORT FOR THE TCS FUNCTIONAL
TEST IS NO LONGER REQUIRED, CDC
MAY BE RESET FOR COUNTDOWN.
181 4 CVTS THE TCS FUNCTIONAL TEST IS COMPLETE,
EM THE CDC WILL BE RESET AND COUNTDOWN
PA INITIATED ON MY MARK,
5 a 4 a 3.* 2 w 1 * MARK,
181 5 HFLT CVTS VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER
IS OFF,
BRING UP GMIL 450,0 MHZ COMMAND
CARRIER FOR MCC COMMAND VALIDATION
TEST,
181 6 CVTS GMIL BRING UP 40o0o MHZ COMMAND CARRIER
FOR MCC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST,
181 7 GMIL CVTS GMIL RF IS ON,
181 8 CVTS HFLT OMIL RF IS ON,
.40' 0'
181 1 HFLT CVTS MCS COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS
COMPLETE
GMIL RF IS NO LONGER REQUIRED,
191 2 CVTS GMIL BRING DOWN 450t0, MHZ COMMAND CARRIER,
181 3 GMIL CVTS GMIL RF IS OFF1
K,( fORM 73 811 (RV 4/71) NASA KSC COMI APR 71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE: TEST NO.
REVISION JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL , HICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION I ;ARKS
.401 0 CONT NUED
181 4 CVTS CLTC MCC COMMAND VALIDATION
TEST IS COMPLETE,
181 5 CVTS SRO MCC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS
COMPLETE, GMIL RF IS OFF,
o321 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS LV POWER IS ON,
. 5 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) BE
LOCKED OUT AT MSS PLATFORM 5 AND MSS
PLATFORM 2 BE POSITIONED BELOW LV
STATION 1400 TO SUPPORT LONG RANGE
THEODOLITE CHECKS,
181 2 CVTS CTSC LOCKOUT MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) AT MSS H
PLATFORM 5 AND POSITION MSS PLAYPRM 2
BELOW LV STATION 1400 TO SUPPORT LONG
RANGE THEODOLITE CHECK.
STATION OPERATOR IN MSS ELEVATOR t
NOTE
STARTING PART Ie BACKUP
GUIDANCE TILT AND ROLL
TESTv
- 0 O'
1 CVTS START CDC COUNT UP,
* 3130'
181 1 CLTC CVTS HOLD CDC,
I ', lAS IIII. 4IIV NA.Ak , . l l 41K
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE TESTNO.5
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKSCH. STA. STA.
* 3930' CONTINUED
181 2 CVTS THE CDC IS BEING HELD FOR
EM RECONFIGURATION FOR PART II -SPACE
PA VEHICLE BACKUP GUIDANCE POLARITY TEST,
. 5 0'
NOTE
STARTING PART II, BACKUP
GUIDANCE POLARITY TEST,
181 1 CLTC CVTS RESET CDC 70 T-51 0" AND COUNTING
DOWN.
181 2 CVTS THE SPACE VEHICLE BACKUP GUIDANCE
EM POLARITY TEST AT PAD B WILL START ON
PA MY MARK AT TiS t 0",
5 - 4 - 3-' ~2- 1 * MARK,
. O 0
1 CVTS START CDC COUNT UPt
* 1940'
181 1 CLTC CVTS HOLD CDCw
181 2 CVTS THE CDC IS BEING HELD FOR
FM RECONFIGWRATION FOR PART Ill . SPACE
PA VEHICLE BACKUP GUIDANCE SIMULATED
FLIGHT TEST,
KSC FORM 23 BIRREV 4171 NASA SC-COML APR/
Ir
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
DATE- UTEST NO.
DATE JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL MHICLE SKYLAB R
f COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION R KARKS
* 140 CONTINUED
ses5 MINUTES PRIOR TO RESUMING COUNT.
--*-*****-------------------.
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR LV
LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER I
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED,
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR LV
FREQUENCIES 240t2o 256,2, 258.5,
250,7# 255*1, 5765t0 AND 5690,0 MNZ,
1 HR
591 O'
181 1 CLTC CVTS RESET CDC TO Tet HOURi 59' O" AND
COUNTING DOWN,
181 2 CVTS THE SPACE VEHICLE BACKUP GUIDANCE
EM SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST AT PAD B WILL
PA START ON MY MARK AT Tw HOUR, 591 0"
5 * 4 a 3'. 2 * It. MARK,
181 3 CLTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL OPEN LOOP
IU COMMAND CARRIER (PROTECTION IS
REQUIRED),
VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR LV FREQUENCIES
240*2, 256v2, 2585, 250o7o 255,~,
5765.0 AND 5690,0 MHZ,
181 4 CLTC CVTS LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER AND
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER ARE ON,
ai HR
501 0'0! O
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR
THE GMIL IW COMMAND CARRIER,
KL IUY M 3 8tB (REV 4/1) NSA-KSC-CO I APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
PAGERESCUE VEHICLE 77
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION )RIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME Comm. SEQUENCE OMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS
.1 HR
45' O'
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST GMIL AND HFLT REPORT TO
CH, 261 TO SUPPORT FT*47 (PRE.
FLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST),
REQUEST CLEARANCE TO BRING UP
GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER,
NOTE
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER
CAPTURED BY THE LV LOCAL
OPEN LOOP RU COMMAND CARRIER
(REF SEQ. 4, Tgl HOUR, 599 0";)
181 2 CVTS HFLT REPORT TO CHo 261 TO SUPPORT FT-47,
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER
CAPTURED BY THE LV LOCAL OPEN
LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER,
GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER WILL
BE COMING ON WMEN REQUESTED
BY CLTC,
181 3 CVTS GMIL REPORT TO CH, 261 TO SUPPORT
FTe47,
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER
CARTURED BY THE LV LOCAL OPEN
LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER,
CLEAR TO BRING UP GMIL IU
COMMAND CARRIER WHEN REQUESTED
BY CLTC, KEEP CVTS ADVISED
OF CARRIER STATUS t
KSC FORM 23 81B (REV 4/711 NASA kS COML APR, II
~~~SC~~~. FOM2.RE(EVd
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 78ATE JUNE 15, 1973 TEST NO.
EVISI JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSETICH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REARKS
.1 HR
401 0'
181 1 CTSC CVTS MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) IS LOCKED OUT A7
MSS PLATFORM 5 AND MSS PLATFORM 2 IS
BELOW AND WILL REMAIN BELOW LV STATION
1400 UNTIL AFTER Ts+i 0" (PART III),
OPERATOR IS IN ELEVATOR 1,
181 2 CLTC CVTS VERIFY THAT ELEVATOR 2 ON WEST SIDE OF
MSS IS LOCKED OUT AT PLATFORM 5 A:D
MSS PLATFORM 2 IS BELOW LV STATION
1400.
-1i HR
371 0'
181 1 GMIL CVTS IU COMi4AND CARRIER IS ON,
181 2 CVTS HFLT GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
181 3 CLTC CVTS LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER IS
OFF,
181 4 CVTS SRO LV LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER
IS OFF AND OMIL IU COMMAND CARRIE,
IS ON,
.1 HR
28' 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM ~E~S
IS COMPLETE,
REQUEST CLEARANCE TO BRING UP THE ;V
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER#
PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED,
181 2 CVTS SRO HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM (EST
IS COMPLETE,
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER,
PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED,
Ks" FORM 23 B1B (REV 471) 
NASA-KSC.COML APR 71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE 79
TEST NODATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION OR IGI NAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. SEUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKSCH. STA. STA.
.1 HR CONTINUED
281 O'
181 3 CVTS CLTC BRING UP LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IV COMMAND
CARRIER,
181 4 CLTC CVTS REMOVE MIL. IU COMMAND CARRIER,
REPORT WHEN COMPLETE,
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER
IS ON,
181 5 CvTS GMIL LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU cOMMAND
CARRIER IS ON,
BRING DOWN IU COMMAND CARRIER,
181 6 GMIL CVTS IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 7 CVTS CLTC GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
181 8 CVTS HFLT
SRO GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER IS ON,
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS ON,
Si HH
15130'
181 1 CLTC CVTS LV STARTING FLIGMT CONTROL SYSTEM
TEST,
Si HR
81 0'
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER FOR
DRSCS CLOSED LOOP TEST, PROTECTION IS
REQUIRED,
t(aM b I h IkkV 4 II NASA KSC COMI APR 71
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SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAG80
DATE: TEST NO.JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB RCOMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPION kLMARKS
0 I HR
3' 0'
1B1 $ CLYC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING UP LOCAL
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER,
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED,
*599 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS LV STARTING POWER TRANSFER TEST,
-50' 0'
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE
GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER,
.45' 0'
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST GMIL ENABLE IU COMMAND CARRIER
AND VERIFY,
NOTE
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU
COMMAND CARRIER AND IU
COMMAND RECEIVER/tg:ODER
ARE ON (REF, SEQ, , Tml
HOUR, 28' 0"),
181 2 CVTS HFLT GMI4 IU COMMAND CARRIER IS COMING
ON,
181 3 CVTS GMIL IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER CAPTURED
B'Y THE LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU
COMMAND CARRIER,
BRING UP IV COMMAND CARRIER,
181 4 GMIL CVTS IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
181 5 CVTS CLTC GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
V'.r FO-M '1 RIB IRFV 4/71) NASA KSC COMI APR '1
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE 81TSTO.
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
'451 0' CONTINUED
181 6 CLTC CVTS LOCAL CLOSED LOOP !U COMMAND CARRIER
IS OFF,
181 7 CvTS SRO LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
CARRIER IS OFF,
-39' 0O
181 1 CLTC CVTS REQUEST GMIL AND HFLT MONITOR CH, 261
AND REPORT WHEN:READY TO SUPPORT FT. 4 7
(PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST),
181 2 CVTS HFLT
GMIL IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS ON,
GMIL lU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
MONITOR CH*, 61 AND REPORT WHEN READY
TO SUPPORT FT-47 AND LIFTOFF TIME
UPDATE,
-35 O'
181 1 HFLT CVTS NEW LIFTOFF TIME IS
R 9
S, GMT,
PIP---
HRS MIN SEC
CLOSING OF LAUNCH WINDOW IS
* , GMT,
HRS MIN SEC
181 2 CVTS HFLT READ BACK TIMES TO THE FLIGHT DIRECTOR
FOR CONFIRMATION,
KSC FORM 3 81 (RV 4/71) NASA KSC-COML APR'71
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SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 82
DATE: TESTNO.
REVISION JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
ORIGINAL 
.HICLE SKYLAB R
I COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
TIH.ME SE UENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION RL AARKS
-359 0' CONTINUEC
181 3 CVTS CLTC
GMIL
SRO NEW LIFTOFF TIME IS
GMT,
HRS MIN SEC
CLOSING OF LAUNCH WINDOW IS
* 6
* , GMT,
HRS MIN SEC
4 CVTS NOTE CALCULATION REQUIRED TO
DETERMINE COUNT CLOCK PICKUP TIME AT
To.5 MINWUTS IS
NEW
LIFTOFF , ,M ,
TIME l I*.- . I* . ......
HRS MIN SEC
MINUS 15 o0
15 MINUTES "W."-. a-* -m.
MIN SEC
CDC , I
PICKUP , ?,
TIME ....... .....
HMRS MIN SEC
.259 0'
181 1 MSTC CVTS SC PYRO BUSSES WILL BE ARMED,
EDS POWER IS COMING ON,
181 2 CVTS CLTC SC EDS POWER IS COMING ON.
KV/ FORM 2318 (REV 4/71) NASA KSC COML APR, 71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGERESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 83
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TImE COMM. SEENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTON RMARKS
TM CH. PU C STA. STA.
.25' 0' CONT NUED
181 3 CLTC CVTS HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST
IS COMPLETE,
.180 --' CDC LIFTOFF ADJUSTMENT START TIME---
.....--- - -----e -- - - - ----
181 1 CVTS AT CONCLUSION OF T15s'0" HOLD FOR CDC
EM LIFTOFF ADJUSTMENT THE COUNT WILL BE
PA RESUMED AT
, , GMT,
HRS MIN SEC
HOLDINL
15' 0"
--- STARTING HOLP FOR LIFTOFF ADJUSTMENT,..
r~--rrry llr-rr------------ w
181 1 CVTS THE COUNT IS HOLDING FOR LIFTOFF
EM ADJUSTMENTV
PA
.sewJUST PRIOR 70 RESUMING COUNT-..
---------------------- ------------eeeeeeeee
181 2 CVTS THE CDC WILL BE RESTARTED AT Tw150"
EM ON MY MARK,
PA
5 8-4 - 3- 2- 1i . MARK,
. 6t30'
261 1 CLTC CUES EDS MODE TO LAUNCHo
- 513U'
261 1 CLTC C3NP FUNCTION SELECTOR TO LAUNCH AND
VERIFY ALL.STAGES READY FOR POWER
TRANSFER ON,
KSC fORM 23 81B (REV 4/1I) NASA KSC COML APR/71
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SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 84
DATE TEST NO.DATE- JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407RREVISION ORIGINAL 
MJHICLE SKYLAB R
COMMMM. COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION R-LAiRKS
a 5f 0'
261 1 CLTC C3SP ARM TCS,
a 4,30'
261 1 CLTC CUSW ESE/LVDA TO kVDA
a 4' 0'
181 1 CVTS CLTC CLEARED FOR LAUNCH,
a 3140'
261 1 CLTC SUST ON CVTS COUNT AT T*O1 5" SIMULATE
ATTITUDE REFERENCE FAILURE,
181 2 CVTS NOTE
261 ....
COUNT TIME ANNOUNCEMENTS
-------------- ---------------- -
*.3930" TO -mO040" EVERY 10 SECONDS,
50940" TO eO*Q15 EVERY 5 SECONDS,
09$1" TO *010," EVERY I SECOND,
. 3' 6'
261 1 C3FR FIRING COMMAND ON (H),
a 017'
261 1 CUEV VERIFY GUIDANCE RELEASE (DEE 0869 ON).
KSL fORM 13l81 (REV 4. /1) NASA KSCCOML APR71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE 85
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. COM RESONSE DSCIPO REMARKSS cM. sUNC TA. TA. c oN ARs
O0 0
261 1 C3FR COMMIT,
2 CLVN **********WARNINGe*noo*e***
*
* LIFTOFF MUST BE GIVEN *
o WITHIN 4 SECONDS OF
* COMMIT,
3 CLVN SIMULATED LIFTOFF ENABLE ON,
START TIME BASE 1,
* O! 0' T81
*090"
1 CLTC NOTE LIFTOFF (PANEL LIGHT AND OTV),
2 C3FR NOT E LIFTOFF (C) DEE 2176,.
181
261 3 CVTS SUST PLUS 1 .2 .3 +4 +5 +6 +7 *8 +9 +101
NOTE
-- am
THE DETAILED SEQUENCES FOR
POST LIFTOFF OPERATIONS
ARE LISTED UNDER TB-I IN
TCP V 0ti19 (BACKUP
GUIDANCE SIMULATED FLIGHT
TEST),
+ 1f 0' TB-i
.10"
181 1 CLTC CVTS MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) AND PLATFORM 2
ARE RELEASED FOR NORMAL SERVICE,
R!M FORM :3 RID (RFV 4,1) NASA.KSC COML APR/71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST -
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 86
DATE* TEST NO.DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-41407RREVISION ORIGINAL 
*;HICLE SKYLAB R
COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPRION RAARKS
* If 0' CONTINUED
181 2 CVTS CTSC RETURN MSS ELEVATOR 2 AND PLATFORM 2
TO NORMAL SERVICE,
*15, 0' T9.-4
o4 30t
181 1 MSTC CVTS EDS POWER IS OFF,
181 2 CVTS CLTC SC EDS POWIR IS OFF,
*2 HRS TB-5
461 O' 540
181 1 CVTS HFLT VERIFY HOUSTON COMMANDS ARE COMPLETE,
181 2 CLTC CVTS VERIFY HOUSTON COMMANDS ARE COMPLETE,
181 3 MSTC CVTS PYRO BUSSES ARE SAFE,
BACKUP GUIDANCE TEST SUPPORT IS
COMPLETE,
181 4 ClTC CVTS BACKUP GUIDANCE SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST
IS COMPLETE,
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF
LOCAL RANGE SAFETy COMMAND CARRIER IS
OFF,
LV RF AND TM CLEARANCE IS NO LONG;R
REQUIRED,
GMIL SUPPORT IS NO LONGER REQUIREU,
181 5 CVTS GMIL IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF,
BRING DOWN IU COMMAND CARRIER,
181 6 GMIL CVTS IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
Kr.f FP M 1 RIm (RV 4,11) NASA KSC COMI APR 71
SPACE VEHICLE FLIGHT READINESS TEST - PAGE
RESCUE VEHICLE TESTN87
DATE: JUNE 15, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-41407R
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R
TIME COMM. AND RESPONSE DESCRIPON REMARKS
CH. STA. STA.
*2 HRS CONTINUED TB-5
461 0' *54154'
161 7 CVTS SRO BACKUP GUIDANCE SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST
IS COMPLETE,
GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
IS OFF.
ALL LV RF AND TM ARE OFF,
181 8 CVTS HFLT IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF,
GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
BACKUP GUIDANCE SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST
IS COMPLETE,
181 9 CVTS GMIL
CTSC BACKUP GUIDANCE SIMULATED FLIGHT TEST
IS COMPLETE, SUPPORT NO LONGER
REQUIRED,
END OF APPENDIX A
K(" FORM 7:1 BIR IJrV 4,11U
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